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* NOTICES* 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 

damages caused by the use of tliis translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the trandation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[ClaimCs)] 

[Claim l] Pointing equipment which is characterized by providing the following and which operates a 

detected location on a displayed image An image pick-up means to picturize a detected location on said 

display image including two or more focus A 1st actuation means to send out a shutter signal to said 

image pick-up means A pointing input means to haye a 2nd actuation means to send out a command 

execution signal in said detected location obtained by actuation of said Ist actuation means An 

image-processing means to calculate a coordinate location of a detected location on said display image in a 

point picturized in a criteria location on an image pick up side based on a coordinate location of said focus 

of image data sent out from said pointing input means 

[Claim 2] Pointing equipment which is characterized by providing the following and which operates a 

detected location on a displayed image An image pick-up means to picturize a detected location on said 

display image including two or more focus where a criteria location on an image pick-up side which was 

able to be defined beforehand is suited A 1st actuation means to send out a shutter signal to said image 

pick-up means A pointing input means to have a 2nd actuation means to send out a command execution 

signal in said detected location obtained by actuation of said 1st actuation means An image-processing 

means to calculate a coordinate location of a detected location on a display image based on a coordinate 

location of said focus of image date sent out from said pointing input means 

[Claim 3] Pointing equipment according to claim 1 or 2 characteriziBd by providing the following. Said 

image-processing means is a focus extraict means to extract said focus based on image data picturized by 

said image pick-up means. A posture operation means to calculate a posture of a display image plane over 

an image pick-up side based on a coordinate location of the focus on an image pick up side extracted by 

said extract means A coordinate operation means to detect a coordinate of a detected location on an image 

displayed on said display means based on a posture parameter computed by said posture operation means, 

and a coordinate location of said focus 

[Claim 4] Said display image is pointing equipment according to claim 1 to 3 characterized by including 

said two or more focus. 

[Claim 5] Said display image is pointing eqmpment according to claim 1 to 4 characterized by being the 

image projected from the light source. 

[Claim 6] Said 1st actuation means is pointing equipment according to claim 1 to 3 characterized by 

sending out an intermittent shutter control signal to said image pick-up means if pushed during beyond 



predetermined tinie. 

[Claim 7] Said pointiag input means is pointing equipment according to claim 2 or 3 characterized by 

having a finder performing an image pick-up in the condition that said detected location suits a criteria 

location on an image pick-up side defined beforehand. 

[Claim 8] Said pointing input means is pointing equipment according to claim 2 or 3 characterized by 

having a light beam exposure means to irradiate a light beam which makes the luminescent spot a 

detected location to perform an image pick-up in the condition that said detected location suits a criteria 

location on an image pick-up side defined beforehand. 

[Claim 9] Pointing equipment according to claim 8 characterized by an optical axis of said image pick-up 

means and an optical axis of said light beam exposure means being mostly in agreement. 

[Claim 10] said posture operation means — ******** for fluoroscopy projective-transformation means - 

pointing equipment according to claim 3 characterized by things. 

[Claim 11] Said fluoroscopy projective-transformation means is pointing equipment according to claim 10 

characterized by carryiag out using a vanishing point. 

[Claim 12] A posture parameter of said posture operation means is pointing equipment according to claim 

8 characterized by carrying out using a vanishing point. [Claim 13] Said posture operation means is 

pointing equipment according to claim 11 or 12 characterized by to have a disappearance focus calculation 

means compute the coordinate location of the intersection of a disappearance straight line calculation 

means compute the disappearance straight line which connects a vanishing point calculation means 

compute a vanishing point, and the criteria location which were beforehand defined on said vanishing 

point and said image pick-up side, and the straight line for b two points which said disappearance 

straight line and said focus adjoin, based on the coordinate location of said focus. 

[Claim 14] Pointing equipment according to claim 11 to 13 characterized by having an image 

system-of-coordinates conversion means to rotate image pick-up image data centering on a criteria 

location on an image so that one vanishing point may be in agreement with either the X-axis of image 

system of coordinates, or a Y-axis among said vanishing points. 

[Claim 15] Said criteria location is pointing equipment according to claim 1 to 14 characterized by an 

optical axis of said image pick-up means being the point of cutting an image pick-up side. 

[Claini 16] Said criteria location is pointing equipment according to claim 1 to 14 characterized by being 

the center position of an image pick-up side^ 

[Claim 17] Pointing equipment according to claim 1 to 3 characterized by having a warning means to 

warn when the. predetermined focus is not extracted by said focus extract means. 

[Claim 18] A pointing method characterized by providing the following of operating a detected location on 

a displayed image An image pick-up step which picturizes a detected location on a display image 

including two or more focus The 1st actuation step which sends out a shutter signal to said image pick-up 

step Apointii^ input step containing the 2nd actuation step which sends out a command execution signal 

in said detected location obtained as a result of said 1st actuation step An image-processing step which 

calculates a coordinate location of a detected location on said display image in a point picturized in a 

criteria location on an image pick-up side based on a coordinate location of said focus of image data sent 

out from said poiating input step 

[Claim 19] A pointing method characterized by providing the following of operating a detected location on 

a displayed image An image pick-up step picturized where a criteria location on an image pick-up side 



which was able to define a detected Icx^ation on a display image beforehand includii^ two or more focus is 

suited The let actuation step which sends out a shutter signal to said image pick-up step A pointing input 

step containing the 2nd actuation step which sends out a command execution signal in said detected 

location obtained by actuation of said 1st actuation step An image-processing step which calculates a 

coordinate location of a detected location on a display image based on a coordinate location of said focus of 

image data sent out from said pointing input step 

[Claim 20] A pointing method according to claim 19 characterized by providing the followiag Said 

image-processing step is a focus extract step which extracts said focus based on image data sent out from 

said pointing input step. A posture operation step which calculates a posture of a display image plane 

over an image pick-up side based on a coordinate location of the focus on an image pick-up side extracted 

by said extract step A coordinate operation step which calculates a coordinate of a detected location on an 

image displayed based on a posture parameter computed by said posture operation step and a coordinate 

location of said focus 

[Claim 21] Said display image is the pointing method according to claim 17 to 20 characterized by 

including said two or more focus. 

[Claim 22] Said display image is the pointing method according to claim 17 to 21 characterized by being 

the image projected from the hght source. 

[Claim 23] Said Ist actuation step is the pointing method according to claim 18 to 20 characterized by 

sending out an intermittent shutter control signal to said image pick-up means if pushed during beyond 

predetermined time. 

[Claim 24l Said pointing iuput step is the poiating method according to claim 17 to 19 characterized by 

including a light beam exposxire step which irradiates a hght beam which makes the liumnescent spot a 

detected location to perform an image pick-up in the condition that said detected location suits a criteria 

location on an image pick-up side defined beforehand. 

[Claim 25] Said posture operation step is the pointing method according to claim 20 characterized by 

carrying out by fluoroscopy projective-transformation processing. 

[Claim 26] It is the pointing method according to claim 20 characterized by performing said fluoroscopy 

projective transformation processing using a vanishing point. 

[Claim 27] A posture parameter of said posture operation step is the pointing method according to claim 

20 characterized by carrying out using a vanishing point. 

[Claim 28] Said posture operation step is the pointing method according to claim 27 characterized by to be 

included the disappearance focus calculation step which computes the coordinate location of the 

intersection of the disappearance straight line calculation step which computes the disappearance 

straight line which coimects the vanishing point calculation step which computes a vanishing point, and 

the criteria location beforehand defined on said vanishing point and said image pick-up side, and the 

straight line for two points which said disappearance straight line and said focus adjoin based on the 

coordinate location of said focus. 

[Claim 29] A pointing method according to claim 27 or 28 characterized by having an image 

system-of-coordinates conversion step which rotates image pick-up image data centering on a criteria 

location on an image so that one vanishing point may be in agreement with either the X-axis of image 

system of coordinates, or a Y-axis among said vanishing points. 

[Claim 30] Said criteria location is the pointing method according to claim 17 to 29 characterized by an 



optical axis of said image pick-up means being the point of cutting an im^e pick up side. 

[Translation done J 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 
[The technical field to which invention belongs! This invention relates to the equipment which controls 

the cursor display on the image by which especially the computer output was carried out, and command 

execution, and its method about the pointing equipment on a display, and its method. 

[0002] 
[Description of the Prior ArtI A direct coordinate input is carried out in the display screen of a computer, 

or projecting a computer screen by the projector at a screen top, and performing cursor actuation is 

performed frequently recently. A directions location is pinpointed for Hie image top projected especially 

with a laser pointer etc., and the pointing device which can perform .command execution actuation of the 

main part of a computer, edit, enlarging or contracting, etc. attracts attention. As these conventional 

examples. JP,2-306294,A, JP,3-176718,A, JP,4-305687,A, JP,6-308879A JP.6-332612,A, JP.7-121293,A. 

JP,7-191797,A, JP,10-187340,A, JP,11-143629,A, etc. are raised. 

[0003] JP,2-306294,A whidi is the typical conventional example consists of fixed CCD cameras for being 

turned on the laser pomter which directs the detected location on the screen projected by the projector 

and a screen, and a screen, and detecting the luminescent spot of a laser pointer. This CCD camera tends 

to detect the laser luminescent spot on a screen for every predetermined time, and it is going to detect the 

location of the luminescent spot on a screen. 

[0004] Moreover, it is equipment which two or more Hght emitting devices are arranged near the screen, 

and the photo detector which receives the hght from two or more hght emitting devices is prepared in an 

indicator, calculates by the computer based on the optical reinforcement from a hght emitting device, or 

the directivity of hght, and eiiabled it to pinpoint the location on a screen, and even if an operator 

operates JP,6-308879,A in the location of arbitration, it is equipment which can pinpoint the directions 

location on a screen. 

[0005] Furthermore, the mouse with a wireless mold laser pointer for presentations is used recently. This 

equipment unites the laser pointer function indicating a screen top with the wireless mouse which 

operates a computer screen. 

[0006] 

[ProblemCs) to be Solved by the Invention] However, if the image projected on the problem an operator 

and a man keep as dose between a camera and a screen, and location detection becomes impossible, or 

the screen turns into a high brightness image, the problem to which luminescent-spot detection of a laser 



beam becomes difficult will produce conventional pointing equipment, for example, the pointing 

equipment which carries out location detection with a fixed camera like JP,2-306294,A. Furtherniore, the 

space in which a fixed camera is installed is needed, equipment is enlarged, and the problem that the 

flexibility of operability is low and versatihty is missing is also produced. 

[0007] Moreover, the method of receiving the light which prepares a Ught emitting device on the display 

screen, and emits light like JP,6-308879,A by the optoelectric transducer in which it was prepared by the 

indicator The method of computing a detected location by detecting the problem that versatility is 

missing in order to carry out location detection and to have to prepare a light emitting device in the 

display screen, and the directivity and reinforcement of optical reinforcement The problem that the device 

of photo detector structure for that does not have a high detected location precision on necessity and a 

screen arises. 

[0008] Furthermore, the laser pointer function indicating the part directed on the mouse function to 

operate a computer screen, and a screen only combines the mouse with a wireless mold laser pointer, a 

laser pointer function only points to an image location, and the mouse function is not fimctionally related 

at all. Therefore, while carr3nng out menu manipulation, it is operated and ihere is a problem that 

advance of a ****** presentation is interrupted. 

[0009] The purpose of this invention is a thing which enable cursor display actuation and command 

execution actuation firom an arbitration location to the display screen and for which high, small, and 

hghtweight the pointing equipment and the method of flexibiUty of operability are offered very much. 

[0010] . 

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve a trouble mentioned above, pointing equipment of claim 

1 of this invention An image pick-up means to picturize a detected location on said display image 

including two or more focus, A pointing input means to have a 1st actuation means to send out a shutter 

signal to said image pick up means, and a 2nd actuation means to send out a command execution signal 

in said detected location obtained by actuation of said 1st actuation means, It is characterized by having 

an image-processing means to calculate a coordinate location of a detected location on said display image 

in a point picturized in a criteria location on an image pick-up side, based on a coordinate location of said 

focus of image data sent out from said pointing input means. 

[OOll] Where a criteria location on an image pick-up side which was able to be defined beforehand is 

suited, pointing equipment of claim 2 of this invention a detected location on said display image An image 

pick-up means to picturize including two or more focus, and a 1st actuation means to send out a shutter 

signal to said image pick-up means, A pointing input means to have a 2nd actuation means to send out a 

command execution signal in said detected location obtained by actuation of said 1st actuation means, It 

is characterized by having an image-processing means to calculate a coordinate location of a detected 

location on a display image, based on a coordinate location of said focus of image data sent out firom said 

pointing input means. Pointing equipment of claim 3 of this invention is added to claim 1 or two 

pubhcations. Said image-processing means A focus extract means to extract said focus based on image 

data picturized by said image pick-up means, A posture operation means to calculate a posture of a 

display image plane over an image pick up side based on a coordinate location of the focus on an image 

pick-up side extracted by said extract means. It is characterized by having a coordinate operation means 

to detect a coordinate of a detected location on an image displayed on said display means based on a 

posture parameter computed by said posture operation means, and a coordinate location of said focus. 



[0012] A pointing method of claim 18 of this invention An image pick-up step which picturizes a detected 

location on display image including two or more focus, The 1st actuation step which sends out a shutter 

signal to said image pick up step, A pointing input step containing the 2nd actuation step which sends out 

a command execution signal in said detected location obtained as a result of said 1st actuation step, It is 

characterized by including an image-processing step which calculates a coordinate location of a detected 

location on said display image in a point picturized in a criteria location on an image pick-up side based 

on a coordinate location of said focus of image data sent out from said pointing input step. 

[0013] A pointing method of claim 19 of this invention An image pick up step picturized where a criteria 

location on an image pick-up side which was able to define a detected location on a display image 

beforehand including two or more focus is suited, The 1st actuation step which sends out a shutter signal 

to said image pick-up step, A pointing input step containing the 2nd actuation step which sends out a 

command execution signal in said detected location obtained by actuation of said 1st actuation step, It is 

characterized by including an image-processing step which calculates a coordinate location of a detected 

location on a display image based on a coordinate location of said focus of image data sent out firom said 

pointing input step. 

[00141 A pointing method of claim 20 of this invention It adds to claim 18 or 19 publications. Said 

image-processing step A focus extract step which extracts said focus based on image data sent out from 

said pointing input step, A posture operation step which calculates a posture of a display image plane 

over an image pick-up side based on a coordinate location of the focus on an image pick-up side extracted 

by said extract step, It is characterized by including a coordinate operation step which calculates a 

coordinate of a detected location on an image displayed based on a posture parameter computed by said 

posture operation step and a coordinate location of said focus. 

[0015] 

[Embodiment of the Invention] Drawing 1 is the conceptual block diagram of the pointing equipment 

concerning the gestalt of operation. As for the screen plane where 100 becomes a pointing input means 

and 110 becomes a candidate for coordinate detection, and 120, a personal computer (hereafter referred to 

as PC) and 130 are projectors. Moreover, 111 is a display image projected on the screen plane. Moreover, 

Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4 of four corners of a display image are the focus by which the configuration of a display 

image 111 is characterized, and the configuration formed of these focus is a rectangle plane. It is going to 

detect the detected location Ps on the screen plane 110 using the pointing input means 100. The pointing 

input means 100 can be operated from the. location of arbitration to a screen 110. A dashed line 101 is an 

optical axis perpendicularly prolonged to the detected location on a display image from the center of the 

image pick-up side of the image pick-up means 1 formed in the pointing input means 100. 

[0016] Although two or more focus made into a detected object with the gestalt of this operation 

considered as four corners of the display image projected on the screen plane (it is hereafter called a 

predetermined plane), you may make it project the criteria image which has two or more focus (or 

representation poiat of geometry) as a subject-copy image beforehand, and it should just be on a screen 

plane. In addition, two or more focus may be intersections of 2 sets of parallel groups which intersect 

perpendicularly mutually. 

[0017] Drawing 2 , configtiration block drawing of the pointing equipment concerning the gestalt of 

operation of this invention in drawing 3 , and drawing 4 are the conceptual conjuration perspective 

diagrams of the pointing input means 100. The configuration of the pointing input means 100 concerning 



the gestalt of this operation is equipped with all the configurations of pointing equipments other than 

iinage-processing means 5. 

[0018] In configuration hlock drawing of drawing 2. 1 is an image.pick up means and the image pick-up 

means consists of lens optical system and an image sensor. A video camera is sufficient although the 

digital still camera which has a CCD image sensor was used with the gestalt of this operation. Moreover, 

since the detected location on the plane which is a photographic subject is pinpointed for the image 

pick-up means 1, the criteria location is defined beforehand. With the gestalt of this operation, a criteria 

location is made into the center of an image pick up side, and is made into the zero Om of image system of 

coordinates (X Y coordinate system). 2 is an A/D conversion means which makes the image data 

picturized by the image pick-up means digital image data. The digital image data to which ATD 

conversion of 3 was carried out is a frame memory temporarily memorizable for every address 

corresponding to each pixel of a CCD image pick-up side. 

[00191 This frame memory has the capacity which can be remembered that a continuation image pick-up 

is memorizable about dozens of MB. 4 is a control means. This control means 4 is equipped with ROM 

(un illustrating), and the program which carries out fluoroscopy projection data processing, various 

control programs, etc. are stored. 

[0020] 5 is an image-processing means. In this example, it has considered as the configuration which 

carries out an image processing in the personal computer side of diasdagJZ. The image-processing means 

5 consists of a focus extract means 51 to extract the focus by which the rectangle configuration arranged 

at either on the plane in three-dimension space is characterized, and a location operation means 52 to 

perform detected location data processing based on the coordinate location of the extracted focus, based 

on the image data picturized and incorporated. 

[0021] This focus exlxact means 51 is equipped with an extract decision means (un illustrating) to judge 

whether the image data temporarily called in by the firame memory extracted the focus of a rectangle 

plane. By having this extract decision means, when the focus is not able to be extracted in an extract 

decision means, a beep sound can be emitted, and incorporation of an image can be again directed to an 

operator. 

[0022] Moreover, the location operation means 52 consists of a plane posture operation means 521 to 

calculate the posture location of the predetermined plane over the image pick-up side in three-dimension 

space (X-Y-Z coordinate system), and a coordinate data-processing means 522 to calculate the coordinate 

of the detected location on a predetermined plane. Drawing 3 is details configuration block drawing of the 

plane posture operation means 522. 

[0023] The plane posture operation means 521 consists of the vanishing point calculation means 5211, the 

disappearance straight line calculation means 5212, a disappearance focus calculation means 5213, an 

image system-of-coordinates conversion means 5214, and a fluoroscopy projective-transformation means 

5215. 6A is a light beam exposure means, and an LED light emitting device and a semiconductor laser 

generator are used. The light beam exposure means 2 is [ that what is necessary is just what emits light 

with the visibiKty which directs a detected location ] good with the general-purpose laser pointer which 

can pinpoint the part which an operator directs in the case of a presentation or a meeting. 

[0024] Drawing 5 is an example of the optical system of an equipment configuration using light beam 

exposure means 6A shown by drawing 4 . It is the example using infrared laser as a Ught beam exposure 

means, the laser light which became parallel from the 60 light sources with 61 coUimate lenses when the 



power supply was turned on is reflected through 62 mirrors by 13 mirrors prepared on the medial axis of 

image pick-up optical system - haviii^ - a predetermined plane top - the luminescent spot - ** - it is led 

by carrying out. An image pick up lens and 11 consist of [ image pick-up optical system ] CCD for 12. The 

optical axis of the laser for pointing by which outgoing radiation is carried out from a pointing input 

means serves as optical system which is in agreement with the optical axis of image pick-up optical 

system. A mirror 13 is a half mirror which is made to reflect infrared laser and penetrates the light 

[0025] The laser for pointing is turned off at the time of an image pick-up that what is necessary is just to 

be able to check the detected location on the display screen. Therefore, a mirror 13 may be made into a 

device which carries out a mirror rise when picturizing. Light beam exposxire means 6A and the image 

pick-up means 1 are established by the physical relationship decided beforehand so that the detected 

location on the predetermined plane irradiated by Ught beam exposure means 6A may agree with the 

criteria location on an image pick up side. Although it is made in agreement [ the optical axis of an image 

pick-up lens and the optical axis of laser radiation optical system ] by a diagram, since laser light is only 

checked by looking, it does not necessarily need to be [ that the luminescent spot on a predetermined 

plane should just be near the detected location ] in agreement. 

[0026] 7 is a laser radiation carbon button and 8 is a shutter release (the 1st actuation meana). 7 and 8 

are a two-step switch, and when the 1st step is pushed, they are turned off only by pointing to a detected 

location only by irradiating infrared laser. By pushing the 2nd more step, the shutter of an image pick-up 

means goes out, and an image can be captured now. 

[0027] 9 is the output signal processing section. Since the image-processing means 5 prepares for the 

personal computer side like this example, with this output-processing means, the picturized image data is 

sent out to external instruments, such as a personal computer, if the transmitting means which can send 

out an image data out signal as a wireless signal as an output signal processing means 9 is used - the 

operability of eqviipment " markedly " alike " breadth — it is effective. 

[0028] Drawing 6 is an example of the optical system of the pointing equipment which replaced with the 

optical exposure beam means as a method of doubling a criteria location with a detected location, and was 

equipped with collimation means 6B. The cross line 74 is beforehand minced by coUimation means 6B in 

the criteria location on an image pick-up side, and the location in agreement, and the detected location on 

a predetermined plane is detected by picturizing the location of this cross line according to a detected 

location. Thus, the image pick-up is made to be performed in the condition of suiting the criteria location 

on the image pick-up side defined beforehand, by using the finder, the light beam exposure means, etc. 

which the collimation means was established, at the time of an image pick-up. Therefore, since the 

criteria location is made into the center of the point, i.e., an image pick-up image, that the optical axis of 

an image pick-up lens cuts an image pick-up side, even if it does not perform actuation in which an 

operator doubles a criteria location with a detected location, it is also possible for turning an image 

pick-up means in the detected location direction to carry out pointing actuation, looking at the display 

screen. 

[0029] Although the configuration of the location detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this 

operation uses the pointing input means 100 and the image-processing means 5 equipped with the image 

pick-up means 1 as another object and equipped the internal storage and the external record medium of 

external instruments, such as a personal computer, with the image-processing means 5, it is good also as 

a pointing input means 100 which made one the image pick-up means and the image-processing means. 



[0030] 14 and 15 are a command execution output carbon button (the 2nd actuation means) and a pop-up 

menu button. The 2nd actuation means 14 is a carbon button which is equivalent to the double click of the 

left-click carbon button of the usual mouse cursor, doubles a cursor location with objects for actuation, 

such as an icon on a screen, drawing, and a text, and sends out a command execution signal, 

[0081] The pop-up menu button 15 is equivalent to the right-click carbon button of the usual mouse cursor. 

It is the actuation which performs a pop up menu display in the location which is indicating by cursor. 

With the gestalt of this operation, drag actuation to which a ciirsor location is doubled with the single 

click actuation and the object object which determine the cursor location which is basic actuation of the 

usual mouse cursor, and an object is moved is performed using a shutter release (the 1st actuation means) 

8. 

[0032] Next, the block configuration of the personal computer which inputs the image pick-up image data 

outputted firom the pointing input means and a command execution s^al is explained. Drawmg 7 is 

configuration block drawing of a personal computer. Since detailed explanation of the image-processing 

means 5 was mentioned above, it excludes here. 

[0033] 120 is connected with the main part of a personal computer (it is henceforth called a personal 

computer), and 121 is connected with the display. 130 is a projector, and it connects with the main part of 

a personal computer, and it projects a personal computer screen on a screen. A display 122 may not be 

then. 

[00341 121 is a receiving means and receives the image pick-up image data and command execution signal 

which were outputted from the pointing input means. The detected position signal received from the 

pointing input means includes, and ******** image pick-up data is processed with an image-processing 

means, and is outputted as a detected position signal. 

[0035] 124 is a cursor control means (equivalent to a mouse driver) for controlltiig cursor actuation. The 

cursor control means 124 possesses the cursor location control means 125 which changes and outputs a 

detected position signal to the cursor location signal of the system of coordinates on a personal computer 

screen, and a cursor display-control means 126 to control a configuration, a color, etc. of cursor. 

[0036] moreover The cursor control means 126 is incorporable into OS (operating system) or an 

application program. Next, basic actuation of the pointing equipment of the gestalt of operation of this 

invention is explained. 

[0037] Prawinp 8 is a flow chart explaining basic actuation of the equipment of the gestalt of this 

operation. The power supply of detection equipment turns on at step SlOO. The criteria location defined 

beforehand in the ims^e pick-up side of image system of coordinates is doubled with the detected location 

which it is going to detect on the di^lay plane which contains two or more focus in three-dimension space 

in step SlOl. the gestalt of this operation - if it is, this criteria location is made into the center of the 

point, i.e., an image pick up image, that the optical axis of an image pick-up lens cute an image pick-up 

side. 

[0038] At step S102, the shutter 8 of an image pick-up means is turned ON in this condition of having 

doubled, and an image is captured. Image data signal processing is carried out, the captured image is 

stored in a frame memory, the geometric focus which it is going to extract beforehand in step Si03 is 

extracted, and the center-of gravity position coordinates ql, q2, q3, and q4 of four marks by which a 

rectangle configuration is characterized in image system of coordinates are specified. At step S104, it 

judges then whether the geometric focus decided beforehand was extracted correctly. When not extracted 



correctly, a beep sound is emitted in step S105, and an operator is told that it incorporates with an image 

pick-up means again. If the geometric focus defined beforehand is extracted, it will progress to the 

following step S106. 

[0039] At step S106, data processing of the coordinate location of the posture location of the 

predetermined plane in three-dimension space or a detected location is carried out. The details of this 

step S106 are mentioned later. At step S107, the value which data-processing processing was carried out 

and was computed is doubled with a display means (un illustrating), an external instrument, etc., signal 

processing is carried out, and it is outputted. 

[0040] Next, actuation of each configuration of the image-processing means 5 of the pointing equipment of 

the gestalt of this operation is explained to details. 

(a) The gestalt of focus extract processing book operation explains the display image projected on the 

predetermined plane. The whole display image is a rectangle configuration which makes the focus four 

comers Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4. It picturizes so that this rectangle field portion may be contained by the 

image pick up means. The time series image which are two shades firom which display image 

concentration dififers according to the timing at the time of an image pick-up is picturized. The 

subtraction image of the image of these two sheets is obtained. Binarization processing is performed 

based on these subtraction images, and two or more focus which has geometry is extracted. The 

coordinate location of these focus is pinpointed by methods, such as a method of elastic center. 

[0041] Moreover, a criteria image is displayed as the focus into a display image, and you may make it 

picturize the image of two sheets of the existence of the criteria image as another subtraction-image 

method. The any may be used for it although the method of extracting the focus on a plane from image 

pick-up image data has a shade outline method and method of superposition ****** in addition to the 

subtraction-image method which gave [ above-mentioned 1 explanation. 

[0042] Moreover, the geometry by which the rectangle configuration to project is characterized is 

beforehand stored in memory, and the method of superposition which carries out comparison reference 

and judges the image captured by the image pick-up means may be used. 

Ot)) How to compute the position coordinate of the detected location Ps on the predetermined plane which 

has location data processing, next the focus placed into three-dimension space is explained concretely. 

[0043] Drawing 9 is the flow chart which showed the concrete procedure which carries out data processing 

of the detected location on the predetermined plane placed into three-dimension space. They are the 

details of actuation of step S106 of the basic operation flow chart of dyawiffg 8 . The physical relationship 

of the posture of the image system of coordinates in the three-dimension space which has the X-Y-Z 

coordinate system which drawing 10 makes the image pick-up side of the pointing input means 100 X-Y 

coordinate system (it is called image system of coordinates), and sets the Z axis as the shaft 

perpendicularly pfolor^ed from the center of image system of coordinates, and the X*-V system of 

coordinates on a predetermined plane (it is called a plane coordinates system) is shown. View O is the 

location of the zero Om of image system of coordinates to the focal distance f. It considers as the angle psi 

of the circiunference of the X axis of an X Y-Z coordinate system, the angle gamma of the circumference of 

a Y-axis, and the angles alpha or beta of the circumference of the Z axis. The circumference of these 

angles all makes the clockwise rotation positive. 

[0044] The operator showed the image pick up image q which picturized the image pick-up direction of 

the image pick up means 100 formed in the pointing input means towards the predetermined plane which 



is a rectangle configuration fi-om the location of arbitration to drawing II and drawing 12 . The image 

picturized by drawing makes the detected location Pe which is a coordinate location on a plane have 

agreed in the criteria location (zero Om of an image pick-up side) set as the image pick-up side. These four 

focus ql, q2, q3, and q4 corresponds to Ql. Q2, Q3, and Q4 in the plane-coordinates system X*-Y* system 

of coordinates of drawing 1 . 

[0045] the configviration (rectangle configuration) in which the focus whose criteria location which shows 

a detected location is four pieces is formed " being out of range . Pyawing 12 is an example which is not 

included in rectangle configuration withia the limits formed by the four focus which has the image 

pick-up image center made into the detected location on a predetermined plane. 

(bl) Posture calculation processing of the plane which is the 1st step for calciQating the plane location 

detected [ posture data-processing 1 is explained, referring to the flow chart of drawmg 9 and 

configuration block drawing of drawing 3 , drawing 10 " dffftwmg 17 . 

[0046] First, at step Sill, straight line type 11.12 which pass along the focus which the image pick-up 

image q adjoins, and 13 and 14 are computed based on the coordinate locatioia of ql, q2, q3, and q4 which 

were already specified in the focus specification means of a focus extract means. Next, at step S112, the 

vanishing points TO and SO of image pick-up image data are computed using these straight line type. 

(Steps Sill and S112 are equivalent to processing of the vanishing point calculation means 5211 of 

configuration block drawing of drawing 3 ) 

If the plane which has a rectangle configuration is picturized, a vanishing point surely exists in an image 

pick-up image. A vanishing point is a point which an parallel group converges. For example, straight line 

on the image pick up side corresponding to straight line Q1Q2 qlq2 Straight line q3q4 corresponding to 

straight line Q3Q4, qlq4, and right-hand side QlQ4 If q2q3 are completely parallel, a vanishing point 

will exist in infinite distance. When it exists in infinite .distance, even if fluoroscopy projection is carried 

out in the direction, the fluoroscopy effect does not show up. 

[0047] The shape of a plan type placed into three-dimension space with the gestalt of this operation is a 

rectangle configuration. Therefore, in object firame, it has 2 sets of parallel, and one vanishing point will 

exist in each by the side of the X-axis and a Y-axis on the image pick-up image of image system of 

coordinates. The location of a vanishing point is shown in drawing 11 on the image pick-up data when 

picturizing in the location of arbitration. The vanishing point which produces the vanishing point 

produced in an X axis side in an SO and Y-axis side is set to TO. qlq2 The intersection of the extended 

straight line of q3q4 is the location of a vanishing point. 

[0048] At step S113, after asking for vanishing points SO and TO, the straight lines OmSO and OmTO 

which connected these vanishing points and the center Om of an image pick up image are computed, and 

processing which asks for the focus qsl, qs2, qtl, and qt2 characterized by these straight lines is 

performed. (Step Sll3 is processing performed with the disappearance straight line calculation means 

6112 of drawings) 

each disappearance shaft S which connected vanishing points SO and TO and the image pick-up data 

center Om - 0 Om TOOm computes the intersections qtl (Xtl, Ytl), qt2 (Xt2, Xt2), qsl (Xsl, Ysl), and qs2 

(Xs2, Ys2) at which straight line qlq2 which pass along the two focus which adjoins each other, q3q4 and 

q2q3, and qlq4 are crossed, the explanation after qtl, qt2, qsl, and qs2 were computed/- setting - SOOm, 

TOOm, qtlqt2, and qslqs2 • all will be called a disappearance straight line. 

[0049] Disappearance straight line qtlqt2 and q8lqs2 correspond to the straight line on the basis of the 



detected location Ps which intersected perpendicvdarly mutually respectively on a plane, and serve as a 

criteria straight line for computing a detected location. That is, each focus qtl, qt2, qsl, and qs2 of image 

system of coordinates (X Y coordinate system) corresponds to the focus Tl, T2, SI, and S2 of the 

predetermined plane in the plane-coordinates system (X*-Y* system of coordinates) of drawing I. 

[0050] In vanishing point calculation processing of step S112, when it is judged that a vanishing point 

exists in X shaft orientations of X Y image system of coordinates CX-Y coordinate system) at infinite 

distance, a disappearance straight line turns into a straight line parallel to the X-axis. Next, it progresses 

to step S114. At step S114, it is made to rotate whenever [ angle beta ] focusii^ on Om so that the X-axis 

of image system of coordinates (X Y coordinate system) may be in agreement with the disappearance 

straight hne OmSO by the side of the X-axis, and coordinate transformation processing made into X'-Y' 

system of coordinates is performed. The coordinate transformation processing which is made to rotate 

whenever [ angle alpha ] focusing on Om at this time so that the Y axis of image system of coordinates 

may be in agreement with the disappearance straight line OmTO by the side of a Y axis, and is made into 

an X"-Y" seat system is sufficient. Either is enough as the processing used with the gestalt of this 

operation. (Step S114 is processing performed with the image system-of-coordinates conversion means 

fi9.1 A nf drawings) 

nrawipg 13 is drawing which is made to rotate image system of coordinates CX-Y coordinate system) 

whenever [ beta ] by making a clockwise rotation positive, and explains image coordinate transformation 

processing to X'-Y'system-af coordinates and X' ' Y" system of coordinates, respectively. 

[0051] These image system-of-coordinates rotation actuation is actuation of deciding one of the 

parameters showing the posture location of the predetermined plane which was equivalent to rotation of 

the circiunference of the Z axis in three-dimension space (X Y-Z coordinate system), and was set in 

three-dimension space. Thus, straight line Q1Q2 on the predetermined plane placed into three-dimension 

space and Q3Q4 become physical relationship parallel to Ihe X-axis by making disappearance straight 

line q8lq82 (or OmSO) in agreement on the X-axis. 

[0052] In the following step S115, based on the position coordinate in X'-Y* system of coordinates after X-Y 

coordinate conversion on the obtained image pick-up image The focus Ql, Q2. Q3, and Q4 on the 

predetermined plane which has a plane-coordinates system to the focus ql, q2, qS, and q4 of image 

system-of-coordinates X'-Y* i^stem and the coordinate location of qtl, qt2, qsl, and q82, and each 

coordinate location of Tl, T2, Si, and S2 are matched. These matehing ismade by performing fluoroscopy 

projective-transformation processing in which the geometric technique was used. This fluoroscopy 

projection processing turns into processing which computes the angle psi of the circumference of the 

Y-axis which are two parameters which become the processing which computes the posture of a 

predetermined plane over the image pick-up side in the three-dimension space (X-Y Z coordinate system) 

on the basis of an image pick-up side, namely, determine a plane posture, and the angle gamma of the 

circumference of the X-axis. In addition, the details of fluoroscopy projective-transformation processing 

are later mentioned by the term (b2). (Step S115 is processing performed in the fluoroscopy 

projective-transformation means 5123 of drawing 3 ) The following step S116 computes the coordinate 

location of the detected location Ps on a plane-coordinates system (X*-Y* system of coordinates) based on 

the posture parameter of the predetermined plane computed at step S115. The details of calculation of a 

detected position coordinate are later mentioned by the term (b3). 

[0053]    (b2)    fluoroscopy    projective-lxansformation    processing    "    here,    Ihe fluoroscopy 



projective-transformation processing for computing the posture parameter (Inclination psi, the elevation 

angle gamma) of the predetermined plane over the image pick-up side placed into three-dimension space 

based on the result as which the coordinate of the four focus by which a rectangle configuration is 

characterized in the image system of coordinates CX-Y coordinate system) of an image pick-up side was 

specified is explained. 

[0054] First, based on drawing 14 , two-dimensional fluoroscopy projective transformation is explained 

briefly. In drawing 14 , the Z-axis is set as a horizontal axis and the Y-axis is set as the axis of ordinate. 

The image pick up side which is a zero at the time of carrying out fluoroscopy projective transformation of 

the O (it is hereafter called a seeing through point) and where 1 has X-Y coordinate system, and 2 are 

two-dimensional planes. The seeing through point O is made into a zero by a diagram:, and the Z-axis and 

an axis of ordinate are made in agreement with the Y-axis of an image pick-up side X-Y coordinate system 

on the horizontal axis. In other words, the X axis of an image pick-up side is in space perpendicularly, and 

makes the center of an image pick-up side in agreement with the Z-axis. The focal distance of the lens 

optical system with which this image pick-up means is equipped is set to f. The image pick-up side 1 wiU 

be established in the location of a focal distance f perpendicularly on the Z-axis fi-om the seeing through 

point 0. Lens optical system is put on the front location of an image pick-up side in fact, and although the 

inverted image of a two-dimensional plane has composition which carries out image formation in the 

image pick-up side, in order to make it easy to e^qplain here, it has considered as the configuration 

arranged in the location of the back focus of a CCD image pick up side for convenience. 

[0055] Moreover, the predetermined plane 2 which has an X*-Y* plane coordinates system presupposed 

that it is in the posture leaned the degree of angle gamma to the Y-axis. Fluoroscopy projective 

transformation of each focus qi (l i= 2) of each of the image system of coordinates which have X-Y 

coordinate system is carried out to the focus Qi (1 i= 2) to which it corresponds on the predetermined 

plane which has X*-Y* system of coordinates by geometric matching. The transformation is expressed 

with several 1. 

[0056] 

[Equation l] - 

Y-f 

f - Y-tany 

Z* = 
f - Y-teny 

[0057] Therefore, the coordinate location of Focus Qi (Y*i, Z*i) (l i= 2) is expressed with the foUowing 

several 2, respectively. 

[0058] 

(Equation 2] 



Yi-f 12 

f-Yi'tany ' f - Yvtany 

Q2Cr2. 2*2) = 

Yyf f2 

f.Y2-tanif • f.Y2-1any 

[0059] Next, the fluoroscopy projective-transformation processing which computes the location posture of 

a predetermined plane over the image pick up side placed into three-dimension space is explained 

concretely. Drawing 15 is a perspective diagram explaining the location posture of the predetermined 

plane placed rato three-dimension space (X-Y-Z coordinate system). 1/4 rectangle of a predetermined 

plane is shown by a diagram, and the focus coordinate pointe ql (XI, Yl) and q2 CX2, Y2) corresponding to 

the position coordinates Ql (X*l. Y*l) and Q2 (X*2, Y*2) of the focus on the predetermined plane on an 

image pick-up side are shown. 

[0060] drawing -- **** " plane coordinates -- a system (X*-Y* system of coordinates) -- it can set - -ed ■• 

detection - a location - Ps -- a passage -• each - a shaft -- being parallel -- a straight line - adjoining - 

two " a ** " the focus - passing -- a straight line - an intersectioii - it is -- T— one -- T -- two - the 

position coordinate of three pointe of S2 is shown in it. Si which is not illustrated [ the focus Tl, T2, and 

S2 currently these illustrated besides ] corresponds to the focus qtl, qt2, q82, and qsl characterized by 

the disappearance straight line on an image pick-up image coordinate. 

[0061] It has omitted about the coordinate pointe q3 CSC3, Y3) and q4 CX4, Y4) corresponding to Q3 (X*3, 

Y*3) and Q4 CX*4, Y*^. With the gestalt of this operation, the zero Om (0 Of) of the image system of 

coordinates in drawing is made into the center position of an image pick-up image, and this center 

position is made into the detected location on the predetermined plane which it is going to picturize. The 

zero O of a three-dimension space X-Y-Z coordinate system (0, 0, 0) is made into the seeing through point 

at the time of carrying out fluoroscopy projective-taransformation processii^. f is a focal distance. 

[00621 The physical relationship over the image pick-up side of a predetermined plane is angle +gamma 

in the circumference of angle -i-psi and a Y axis centering on the zero Om of an image pick-up side about 

the circumference of the X-axis at the circumference of the X-axis. Any [ these ] angle has made the 

clockwise rotation positive. This drawing has shown the result the circumference of the Z-axis carried out 

[ the result ] rotation actuation CX Y coordinate system is rotated whenever [ +heta ]). 

[0063] VWth the gestalt of this operation, the coordinate location of the focus Ql, Tl, and S2 on the 

predetermined plane (X*-Y* system of coordinates) corresponding to these focus was computed by 

fluoroscopy projective transformation based on the coordinate date of the focus ql, qtl, and q82 on an 

image pick-up image (X-Y coordinate system). Drawing 16 is drawing which carried out the orthographic 

projection of the predetermined plane placed into the three-dimension space shown in drawii>g 15 (X Y-Z 

coordinate system) on X'-Z' coordinate projection plane (Y'=0). X' Y' Z' system of coordinates carry out 

rotetional-coordinates conversion of the X-Y-Z coordinate system. Only straight line S1S2 exist on X'-Z' 

coordinate projection plane (Y'=0) (a thick wire illustrates). The distance of the zero Om of X'-Z' system of 

coordinates and the seeing through point O is the location of the focal distance f of an image pick-up lens. 

The result of having expressed the coordinate location of each focus in a plane-coordinates system which 



matched by the position coordinate in X'-Y* system of coordinates by fluoroscopy projective transformation 

about each focus is expressed with several 3 and several 4, 

[0064] 

[Equation 3] 

f-rti f2 

T'1 (vti. z*ti) = 

V2 

S'i(Y*s1. Z*tl) 
12-tan' fY*3-|'tany 

V^i + f-tenr ' Y»si + f-tany 

S'iY^s2.Z'82)' 

f^^-iany f'ys2-teny 

[0065] 

[Equation 4 

QiPCi. 2*,)= 
X^fbn^Xi      f Man»-Xa 

)C*^tan^X,' *'X.*f-tan*- X,' ' 

a(x'i,r»)= 

ape,, ?,)= 

X, f-tan^-Xi ^    f Man^-Xrt . 

X« Man4-X, X« f'ian^X 

[0066] Moreover, ^rawing 17 is drawing which carried out the orthographic projection of the 

predetermined plane illustrated to drawing 15 on Y'-Z* coordinate projection plane (X*=0). Only straight 

line T1T2 exist on Y Z' coordinate projection plane CX*=0). All over drawing, only the focus qtl and ql on 

the image pick-up image corresponding to the focus Tl and Ql on a predetermined plane is illustrated, 

and the focus on the image pick-up image corresponding to Q2, Q3, and Q4 is omitted. The fluoroscopy 

projective-transformation processing on Y-Z' coordinate projection plane performs processing on X*-Z* 



coordinate projection plane performed previously, and same processing, and computes the coordinate 

location of the focus Tl and Ql on the plane corresponding to qtl and ql. 

[0067] The coordinate location of Tl and Ql was shown in several 5. 

[0068] 

[Equation 5] 

Ti'pr*ii,z»H) 

Q/(ri.r,) 
f-YMant' "' f-Y'ibny' 

f-JC.Y, t 

'Iff-Y'.tanylOCJM**!) • (f.Y'.t8nylOCJ»#*11J 

[0069] Its attention is paid to coordinate calculation processing of the focus Tl and Ql of drawing 16 and 

the plane-coordinates system of Hrawin^ 17 . As a result of carrying out fluoroscopy 

projective-transformation processing to two coordinate planes, X'-Z' coordinate projection plane and Y'-Z' 

coordinate projection plane, the coordinate value of the focus Tl and Ql on the plane coordinates 

corresponding to the focus qtl and ql is obtained. 

[0070] From .^rawing 16 , Tl (Y*tl, Z*tl I y) and Ql (y*l, Z*l I y) are obtained from Tl (X*tl. Z*t 11 x), Ql 

(X*l, Z*l I x), and r^rawinp 17 , respectively. In the X'Z' projection plane ( drawiilig 16 ) which carried out 

the orthographic projection of the predetermined plane placed into three-dimension space (X'-y-Z' system 

of coordinates), and a Y'Z' projection plane ( drawing 17 ). by each projection plane coordinates, the 

coordinate value about Z' shaft takes the same value, and has the following relation. 

The following two relational expression [ six 1 and several 7 can be obtained from the conditional 

expression of the Z*l I x=Z*l I yZ*tl I x=Z*tl I y above. 

[0071] 

[Equation 6] 

X'liX'rtY'i 1 
tan^ r 

X'«Y'i+X'«Y',,-X',Y'„ f 

[0072] 

[Equation 7] 

tan/ = 

[0073] It turned out that the posture parameter of tiie predetermined plane placed into the 

above-mentioned result and three-dimension space is expressed by the coordinates qi, qti, or qsi of the 

focus of image system of coordinates, and the focal distance of an image pick up lens with easy relational 

expression. The relational expression showing a plane location iKisture may be replaced with several 6 

and several 7, and may be the followii^ eight relational expression and several 9. 



[0074] The hand of cut of the angle psi of the circumference of several 8 and the Y-axis shown niimber 9 is 

contrary to several 6 and several 7. 

[0075] 

[Equation 8] 

Yi  - Yti , 

=   X«Yt  - YtiXi ' * 

[0076] 

[Equations] 

1 Xu 

=  " 1^ "Yti 

[0077] one point and these [ 4 ] of the focus qi 6=1-4) from which the focus qi used for such relational 

expression was obtained by the image pick-up image - it is expressed using the focus qti or qsi 

determined using the vanishing point computed from this focus. The procedure of the gestalt of this 

operation e:q)lained the case where rotated X-Y coordinate system whenever [ beta ] and it changed into 

X*-Y* system of coordinates so that it might be in agreement with the X-axis in disappearance straight hne 

qslq82 obtained from the image data obtained by the image pick-up means. Even if it changes X-Y 

coordinate system into X"-Y" system of coordinates and performs it so that it may be in agreement with a 

Y-axis in another disappearance straight line qtlqt2, the same result is obtained although formula 

expressions dififer. 

[0078] The intermediate formula omitted and showed only the result to several 10 and several 11. 

[0079] 

[Equation 10] 

tan0 » 
X"^-tanr 

[0080] 

[Equation 11] 

""^ ^ X".fY-i ->Ci-Y"-' 

[0081] By several 10 and several 11, Parameter psi showed what was expressed only with two coordinate 

values, ql and q82, whenever [ location attitude-angle ]. Generally, it cannot be overemphasized that the 

coordinate location of the focus of image system of coordinates is expressed with the number of pixels, and 

the pixel size of a CCD image sensor is needed as a conversion factor in several 6 - number 11 type. 

[0082] As mentioned above, as explained, the angle formula which is the posture parameter of the plane 

of a plane-coordinates system is the easy relational expression expressed with the focal distance f which is 

the coordinate data of the focus and the parameter of an image pick-up means which were computed from 

the image pick up image. Since the formula which computes a plane posture parameter is expressed by 

the easy formula, without using a complicated transformation-matrix tjrpe like before, the operation error 

which may be low decreases, and there is which advantageous advantage in precision. If it forces, it leads 



also to low cost-ization of equipment. 

[0083] Furthermore, in computing a plane relative posture, location data about a plane, such as 

coordinate location data, distance data to an image pick-up side and a predetermined plane, etc. by which 

the aspect ratio of a rectangle configuration and a rectangle configuration are characterized, has the 

advantage of being unnecessary that it should just be known that the shape of a plan type in a 

plane-coordinates system is a rectangle configuration qualitatively. 

[0084] (c3) Based on tihe posture parameter of the predetermined plane in the three dimension space 

computed by coordinate location data-processing fluoroscopy projective-transformation processing, the 

detected position coordinate on the predetermined plane in a plane-coordinates system (X*-Y* system of 

coordinates) is calculated with the coordinate data-processing means 522. 

[0085] The detected location on the predetermined plane in plane-coordinates system X*-Y* system of 

coordinates is computed by horizontal-axis ratio mi=|SlP8|/|S2P8|   and vertical axial ratio 

ni= I TlPs I /1T2P81. When the formida of the detected location Ps CX*i, Y*0 of the predetermined plane . 

correspondii^ to the posture parameter of several 6 and several 7 is expressed by the X axial ratio m and 

the Y axial ratio n, it is expressed with several 12 and several 18. Which [ these ] formula may be used. 

[0086] Several 12 is a formula using axial ratios nx and mx, and is the case where rotated X-Y image 

system of coordinates whenever [ beta ], and it changes into X-Y system of coordinates. 

[0087] 

[Equation 12l 

oil    _ JXrtl      |K-X«g>tan0 -i-fl 

^ |Xd "   |K-Xartanv> + f| 

Ofi       jXal      |f>tarn^ - Xtt-KI 

"   Oii   "  l>^«l ' H-tan^-Xti-Kl 

[0088] Moreover, several 13 is a formula using axial ratios ny and my, and is the case where rotated X-Y 

coordinate system whenever [ alpha 1 and it changes into X"-Y' system of coordinates. 

[0089] 

[Equation 18] 

OSi        |Yrt|      |Y«2'K- ftanri 

Ofr        lYtil      If - KYt2tan7| 

^ "   OTi   " I* ■ K-Yn-tanrl 

[0090] Therefore, the coordinate location Ps (Xs*, Ys*) of the detected location on a predetermined plane 

is expressed with several 14 when several 12 axial ratio is used. 

[0091] 

[Equation 14] 



—-^^•YniK ) 

[0092] The coordinate Ps of a detected location can be computed on the basis of the configuration formed 

by these focus, if aU of the foxir focus by which a rectangle configuration is characterized can extract. For 

example, when it is a display image on a screen plane, the coordinate of a detected location is computed 

fi-om each axial ratio using the location of the four focus of the image pick up image corresponding to the 

focus of four corners of a display image. That is, axial ratio SI Ps/S2Ps is computed on the basis of length 

IS1S21 to the X-axis, and axial ratio Tl Ps/T2Ps is computed on the basis of length | T1T21 to a Y-axis. 

[0093] Moreover, in case the coordinate of the detected location on a predetermined plane is computed, 

any one of the posture parameters (Inclination psi, the elevation angle gamma) of two computed planes 

should just be computed. Drawing 18 (a) and (b) are drawings explaining correspondence with the cursor 

system of coordinates on a personal computer screen, and the screen coordinate system on a projection 

image. Coordinate transformation of the detected location Ps CXi*, Yi*) in a screen coordinate system is 

carried out to the detected location Pc (Ui, Vi) of cinrsor system of coordinates by the cursor location 

control means 125 of a personal computer. 

[0094] If the focus considers as four corners of the image cuirrentiy displayed on the personal computer 

display screen when the personal computer display screen is now considered as a predetermined plane, it 

will correspond to foinr comers of the display.image on a screen. Since the number Umax of the maximum 

dots displayed on a personal computer screen and the number Vmax of the maximum dots of an axis of 

ordinate are known beforehand, the coordiuate of a detected location is computed easily. In drawing ^8 , 

|SplSp2| of cursor system of coordinates and |TplTp2| correspond to IS 1S2| of a screen coordinate 

system, and IT1T21, respectively. 

[0095] <Principle verification of the location detection method by the simulation>, next simulation count 

were performed, the coordinate location of the detected location Ps on a predetermined plane was 

computed, and principle verification of the location detection method of the gestalt of this operation was 

performed. The coordinate location data of the focus on the image pick-up side corresponding to the focus 

on the rectangle plane of the detected location which it is going to detect first is requireid. Therefore, 

simulation count which obtains the image profile on an image pick-up side was beforehand performed 

using the value of the location posture parameter (psi, gamma) of a known plane. 

[0096] It assumed picturizing image pick-up distance firom the place distant firom the screen plane center 

2d00mm towards the coordinate location (this coordinate location being based on screens) of Si 

Ps/S2P8(referred to as m) =1, and Tl Ps/T2Ps(referred to as n) =1 supposing the 1500mmx2000mm screen 

plane of 100"* size as a detected location on a screen side as a predetermined plane. 

[0097] The optical parameter of the image pick-up means used for count is only a focal distance, and f= 

5mm was used for it. Moreover, psi= 60 elevation angles and gamma= 5 inclinations were used as a 

posture parameter of the screen plane over an image pick up side. Based on the coordinate location data 

on a simulation coimt result and the acquired image coordinate, the axial ratios m and n of posture 

parameter value psi computed from six various relational expression - a-14 number and gamma **** 

detection location verified whether it would become the value set up beforehand. 

[0098] The result of having computed the posture of a screen plane and the position coordinate of the 

detected location in the system of coordinates on a screen was shown in a table 1 using several 6 - the-14 



number which were mentioned above. 

[0099] 

[A. table l] 

T 

i 
fit 
e 

-8^85 0.000 

tm^ -1,710 -1.730 

^(tt) -59.687 -59.967 

f 

HE 

tanr 0.068 0.087 

r(dD 5.044 4.988 

m 0.996 

a- 
n 1.000 1.000 

[0100] a table is made to rotate X Y coordinate system counterclockwise whenever [ beta ] to the 

circumference of the Z-axis, and the case where the system of coordinates which made S shaft in 

agreement with the X-axis are made into X'-Y* system of coordinates, and X-Y coordinate system are 

rotated to the circumference of the Z-axis at the circumference of alpha degree hour meter, and in 

agreement with a Y-axis in T shaft - making X* - the case where it considered as '-Y*' system of 

coordinates was shown. 

[0101] Consequently, the posture location and the detected location from an image pick-up side of a screen 

were in agreement with a very sufficient precision to the value of 60 elevation angles and five inclinations 

which were set up beforehand, and the theoretically right thing has been verified. Next, the mode of 

operation of the pointing equipment concerning the gestalt of this invention is explained. 

[0102] fundamental mode of operation which pointing equipment has, three, a single cUck, a double click, 

and a drag, - it is . It is made to correspond to these basic actuation, and actuation of pointing equipment 

is explained. Drawing 19 , drawing 20 , and drawing 21 are the actuation processing flow charts of the 

mode of operation in POITINGU equipment with the laser pointer function of this invention. 

[0103] Actuation which points to the detected location on a screen with a laser pointer is performed by one 

two-step switch (the 1st actuation means) with which the shutter release and the optical exposure carbon 

button were united. This actuation is equivalent to the actuation to which the mouse generally used 

moves cursor to a desired location. 

[0104] By carrying out the depression of the Ist step of the two-step switch which is the 1st manual 

operation button at step S200, the power supply of a light beam exposure means serves as ON, and 



infrared laser is irradiated. It can use by the same treatment as a common laser pointer, and an operator 

can point to the location of the arbitration on a screen. 

[0105] Step S201 doubles laser radiation ** on the object for actuation (detected location). The 1st manual 

operation button is switched [ the 2nd step of] off a;t step S202. Laser radiation is turned off at this time.' 

A click mode of operation or a drag mode of operation is distinguished by the depression time amount of 

the 1st manual operation button at step 203. This depression time amount to distinguish was set as for 2 

seconds with the gestalt of this operation. A setup of this time interval can be set as arbitration. If it 

continues pushing the 1st manual operation button 2 seconds or more, it wiU be judged that it is a drag 

mode of operation, and the drag mode of operation of step S205 will be chosen. Moreover, if the depression 

time amount of the 2nd carbon button is 2 or less seconds at step S203, click actuation of step S204 will be 

chosen. 

[0106] An image pick up shutter serves as ON at step S206 of drawing 20, and an image is captured. Step 

S207 is a step which extracts two or more focus from the picturized image data. Whether the focus of 

these plurahty considers as the display image when displayii^ on whether the Ught emitting device etc. 

is beforehand prepared a screen top or near the screen and a screen determines beforehand. 

[0107] Since steps S206-S211 are the same processings as primitive operation flow drawing 8 explained 

previously, they are skipped. At step S212, data processing of the ****** of the detected location on a 

screen is carried out, and the position signal of the detected location obtained as a result is outputted to 

the PC side. The receiving means by the side of a personal computer receives, and it outputs to the 

projector 130 transformed and connected to the cursor coordinate location of a personal computer screen 

by the cursor location control means 125 of the cursor control means 124. 

[0108] A projector 130 expresses cursor in the image currentiy displayed on the screen as step S212. the 

following step S213 " the coordinate location of the cursor in step S212 - it is and the 3rd carbon button 

(the 2nd actuation means) 14 which sends out a command execution signal to a personal computer side is 

turned on. It is equivalent to double chck actuation of the usual mouse. It progresses to the following step 

S214, and judges whether click actuation was performed. If click actuation is not performed in this step, it 

is repeated until it returns and operates to step S201. 

[0109] The cursor projected on the screen at step S213 is in the stationary condition. That is, unless the 

following image pick-up shutter control signal is inputted into the cursor location control means 125, the 

detected position signal calculated based on the image data incorporated previously is held by the cursor 

location control means, and the cursor on the display screen is projected through the projector. Therefore, 

it is possible to perform actuation of the execution control carbon button (the 2nd manual operation 

button) of a pointing input means frbin every actuated valve position regardless of a cursor location. 

[Olio] Drawing 21 is a flow chart explaining the drag actuation when choosing the drag mode of operation 

of step 8205 of drawing 19 . An intermittent clock control signal is generated in a certain fixed time 

interval by the control section, and an image pick-up shutter is controlled by step S221 by the control 

signal. Cursor serves as a gap projected on a screen, and the coimt of the setup of this time interval of the 

cursor projected while moving, if a time interval excels decreases. A setup of this time amount can be set 

up also in actuation. (A setting dial is un illustrating) While continuing pushing the 1st manual operation 

button 2 seconds or more, steps S221-S227 are performed by the inside of a drag mode of operation. Drag 

actuation will be ended if the depression of the 1st manual operation button is stopped (step S228). Since 

steps S221-S227 are the same as a basic operation flow chart, explanation is omitted. Moreover, when a 



laser radiation location (detected location) is outside a display image field, you may make it set to ON in 

step S227 of this drag mode of operation at the time in OFF and a viewing area. 

[Ollll At the time of click actuation, a command execution signal is sent out to the PC side. A pop-up 

menu button is actuation which indicates by the pop up menu in the location which is equivalent to the 

right-click carbon button of the usual mouse cursor, and only has the cursor on a screen. Thus, the cursor 

mode of operation used with the gestalt of operation of this invention serves as actuation in which it was 

considered so that there might be no treatment and sense of incongruity of the general and used mouse 

ctursor. 

[0112] Image pick up image data, a command execution signal, etc. which were outputted from the 

pointing input means are inputted into a personal computer side. Actuation of these signals by ihe side of 

a personal computer is explained. By the main part of a personal computer, it is received by the receiving 

means 121 and the image pick up image data outputted from the pointing input means goes into an 

input/output interface (un-illustrating). Signal processing of the image pick-up image data is carried out 

with an input/output interface, and it is sent out to the image-processing means 5. With the 

image-processing means 5, extract processing and location data processing of the focus are performed one 

by one based on image pick-up image data. The detected position signal by which location data processing 

was carried out is sent to a cursor location control means, and cursor is set as the cursor coordinate 

location of the personal computer equivalent to the coordinate of the detected location on a screen. 

[0113] With generating of the interrupt signal iErom an input/output interface, CPU starts a cxirsor 

display-control means (mouse driver), and sends out the status signal according to a personal computer 

cursor coordinate location to the display-control means 127. The display-control signal about such a 

cursor display is sent out from the display-control means 127 to a projector 130, and superposition 

projection is carried out on a screen image. 

[0114] On the other hand, the command execution signal outputted from the pointing input means 

executes the command on OS or application by CPU according to the coordinate location of the detected 

location on a cursor coordinate. Thus, in that which does not need the actuation plane section like the 

usual mouse, but can do actuation spatially, the pointing equipment concerning the gestalt of this 

operation has high actuation flexibility, and is a small light weight. Moreover, since a display and control 

can do directiy and exactly a part to direct on the display screens, such as a screen, from the actuated 

valve position of arbitration, personal computer remote operation can perform an operator very easily. 

[0115] Next, the example which detects the detected location on the bent image projected by the projector 

on the screen plane is explained. Drawing 22 is the plot plan of the pointing equipment which the 

detected location on the image projected on the screen plane by the projector detects. 

[0116] Although drawing 22 is the same system configuration as drawing X , the optical axis of the image 

projected from the projector light source Os (Xe, Ze) serves as arrangement which leans at the angle theta 

to the X-axis. Moreover, the breadth (whenever [ angle of projection ]) of the projection image is angle 

**omega. Projection image Q' (Ql*Q2'Q3»Q40 currently displayed on the screen is projected as an image 

with which the rectangle subject-copy image Q (Q1Q2Q3Q4) was distorted geometrically. 

[0117] From the image pick up view Oc (0 0), the X-axis of drawing focal-distance f Is the distant location 

Om (0 £), and is made in agreement with Z shaft orientations in the image pick-up side. The detected 

location Ps on a screen plane is made in agreement with the criteria location Om of an image pick-up side, 

and the screen plane S is angle epsilon Leaned and placed centering on the detected location Om to the 



X-axis. 

[0118] A projection image plane (virtual plane of projection) without distortion first projected when a 

screen plane is perpendicularly placed to the optical axis of the projector light source is considered, and 

the coordinate location of the detected location Ps at that time is computed. Virtual plane of projection is a 

field containing Om, PI (Xpl, Ypl), and P2 (Xp2, Yp2). The coordinate location of the detected location Ps 

is expressed with I OmPl I /1 OmP21. 

[0119] Next several 15 and several 16 are obtained using the coordinate (Xe, Ze) of a light source location, 

and theta and omega in the coordinate of pointe PI and P2. 

[0120] 

[Equation 15] 

f - 2^ + Xe tsnjO ■ gj) 

^ "   ian(0 - aj) .lan© + 1 * 

"  1an(0 - od-tsn© + 1 

[0121] 

[Equation 16] 

^ f>Z>fX,>1an(0^co) 

^ "  tan(e + od-tanO + 1 

f - Z> + X>-ten(g -f tjj) 

^  tan(d + wytanO + 1 * 

[0122] Moreover, several 17 is simply obtained using the coordinates qsl (Xl, Zl) and qs2 (X2, Z2) on an 

image pick-up side in the horizontal-axis ratios OmPl/OmP2 on a virtual projection image side. • 

[0123] 

[Equation 17] 

pq |f->fetane| 

" p«jr|f-Xi-tane| 

Zpi - z. 

tan(e + cj) « ^ 

[0124] Several 17 is expressed by epsilon whenever [ angle-of-inclination / of the screen plane over the 

focus and the image piclt-up side on a focal distance f and the image coordinate of two pointe ], angles 

theta and omega disappear, and it turns out that a light source location is not related. Several 17 obtained 

here is the same formula as several 13 shown with the gestalt of this operation. 



[0125] The above residt, Even if the coordinate formula (several 12 and several 13) of a detected location 

had geometric distortion in the image projected on the screen, regardless of the geometric distortion of a 

projection image, it became clear that it is possible to"compute the coordinate of the detected location on 

an image. That is, several 17 is not related to the projector light source location which carries out image 

projection on a screen plane. Thus, the pointing equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation 

demonstrates a marked effect, when detecting the detected location on the projection image from the 

projector light source. 

[0126] 

[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, the pointing eqxiipment concerning the gestalt of operation 

of this invention has derived the easy relational expression using few parameters with four image 

location data by which the focal distance and rectangle configuration of an image pick-up lens are 

characterized having defined the criteria location of an image pick-up side beforehand, and having 

doubled this location and a detected location, by having carried out data processing using the vanishing 

point formed of two or more focus, ete. Thus, since neither plane posture detection nor detected location 

calculation needed compUcated matrix operation processing, early data processing became possible in a 

high pointing precision. 

[0127] Moreover, since the attitude sensor for acqxiiring the posture positional information of the plane 

placed into three-dimension space becomes unnecessary, it is simplified and an equipment configuration 

can realize the equipment which was excellent in operabiUty with small lightweight ization. Thus, the 

detection equipment concerning the gestalt of this operation is a new input unit which is not in the former. 

Since it will not be related and coordinate detection will be especially attained to a projection screen even 

if a geometric distortion arises in the display image on a screen, expansion of the use in various fields, 

such as a presentation and a game, is expectable. 

[Translation done.] 
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2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.1n the. drawings, any words are not translated. 

DESCBIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

fprflwnng ll System configuration drawing esqilaining the pointing eqtupment of this invention. 

[PfawiTig 2l Configuration block drawing of the gestalt of this operation. 

fPrflwiny 3l Details configuration hlock drawing of the plane posture operation means of the gestalt of 

this operation. 

[Drawing 4l The configuration perspective diagram of the gestalt of this operation. 

fPrawing 5l Optical system of a light heam exposure means 

[Drawing 6l Optical system of a collimation means 

rPrawing 7l The block block diagram by the side of the personal computer of the gestalt of this operation. 

[Drawing 8l The flow chart explaining basic actuation of the gestalt of this operation. 

[Drawing 9l The detail flowchart of the image-processing section of the gestalt of this operation. 

[Drawing lOl Related drawing of image system of coordinates and a plane-coordinates system (screen 

coordinate system). 

[Drawing 111 The picturized screen image. 

fPfflwiTig 12l The picturized screen image. 

[Pff^^'pg lal Each system of coordinates on the picturized image side. 

[Drawing 14l Drawing explaining fluoroscopy projective transformation. 

[Drawing 15l The perspective diagram explaining three-dimension fluoroscopy projective transformation. 

[Drawing 16l The orthographic drawing to X' Z* coordinate plane top of the screen in drawing 15 . 

[Drawing 17l The orthographic drawing to T-Z' coordinate plane top of the screen in drawmg 15 . 

^Drawing 18l Drawing explaining correspondence with a screen coordinate system and cursor system of 

coordinates. 

[Drawing 19l The actuation processing flow chart 1 concerning the gestalt of implementation of this 

operation. 

[Drawing 20l The actuation processing flow chart 2 concerning the gestalt of implementation of this 

operation. 

[Drawing 2ll The actuation processing flow chart 3 concerning the gestalt of implementation of this 

operation. 

[Drawing 22l Drawing explaining the location detection on the projection distortion image on a screen 

plane. 

[Description of Notational 



1 Image Pick-up Means 

2 AAD-CJonversion Meaas 

3 Frame Memory 

4 CJontrol Means 

5 Image-Processing Means 

6A Light beam exposure means 

6B CoUimation means 

7 Optical Exposure Carbon Button 

8 Shutter Release (1st Actuation Means) 

9 Output Signal Processing Means 

10 Power Supply 

14 Command Execution Signal Sender Key (2nd Actuation Means) 

12 Pop-up Menu Button 

50 Image-Processing Means 

51 Focus Extract Processing Means 

52 Location Operation Means 

100 Pointing Input Means 

110 Screen 

111 Image Projected on Screen 

120 Personal (Computer 

130 Projector 

521 Plane Posture Operation Means 

522 Coordinate Operation Means 

5211 Vanishing Point Calculation Means 

5212 Disappearance Straight Line Calculation Means 

5213 Disappearance Focus Calculation Means 

5214 Image System-of"Coordinates CJonversion Means 

5215 Fluoroscopy Projective-Transformation Means 

[Translation done.] 
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2 2i:*»e>«fig$jx5, l2l3»4¥E^^iS^#i!;5 2 2 

[00231 ¥®§?5&iS^#iJ:5 2 1 tt, ?B3fe^^ai# 
g!;5 2 1 1. ?g^tt)^^til¥i!;5 2 12. m^o^Wi^n 
a#S5 2 13, B^M^^Ig^^SS 2 1 4X05^^ 
ltl^gESI#S5 2 1 5 i:*>6>«i*$*bTV>5. 6 Att)t 
l^-AJ!ilt¥iS:-efe •), L E D«3t^^=-J?»iit3l«: U-l*' 
-^±l§;^sfflv^^^v5. )tfc'-AR?,#t#gS:2ttS^^^tilfi; 

[0 0 2 41 l2l5HI2l4-e^Lfc^e'—Afig|t#g;6A 

N^ttSt 6 03tj|g*»b6 1 ay^-hw-vXT-smi: 
Jfeofcu--r-^tt, 6 2 57-5r^L, 

«  uvxt 1 iticcDi/ii^fc^^^turv^So ^'f 
V;/A:^¥ia:*»t>m#t*tv57K'r v^^ffl 

[002 51 Jj^-O-r ^ V-^ffl      if—t4^:T^®E±© 
«i«IWfil:«!fc?SS-etixtf J:<, «4fe^(c»40F F $iT, 
5, ?§oT, 5 7-1 3f4igffiii-5i^|::t±5 7-Ty:?' 

60   Jifi:fli:-a-ai-?)J:5l-, )tl^-Afiait#i9:6Ai:a^ 



9 

Htf±<, £^-rbt>-Sb35c<-T:t>J:iv 
[0 0 2 61 7ttV-1>*-Wtt3J?^'i', 8(ii^^i/^— 

[002 7] 9 tttil;^jm^«!.ag5-cfc5. J: 

[00281 06 f±> *lt«ltii{4Btc£ip^B^-e-i?-fr?) 

s 6 B tcf±^fe«^E±os!Mirs t -it-r 5tte{C+ 

b«lfe¥ia;SrSt^ W<4«cD:fr |6i t;i IfijJt 2) ^£ ft T t> TK 

[0 0 2 91 :^mM(Dmmi^i?ki^?>&iV.^tiimm.<om^ 
l±. «^#ia; 1 Sriiil^fcJJ^-f vx-f >^y<n^Wt. 10 0 
i: 5 i: SrS'JWei: U, Pflfe^ia*® 5 V 

[00301 14. 1 5H:=-7i^KlltTm;^73K^?:^ (Jg 

ll2Sfef^#®i 4(ia^to-r!>:^;«?-yvvofci5' y -y^ 

[003 il ^•y:/Ts/r^.?':==.-5}^i5'>'l 5ttii^<^) 

/V'^^ LTV ^5^fl:it-e3^? s':^T y    = a—^^Srtr 5 

10 
i^WiWhnik*:f'^:^i^ h»c*-y/u<flresr-g-*y&;i-:^ 
i?*^' hSr^»$-B:5 Kvj/^^ttm*. i^+y^-JK^ 

[0 0 3 2] jJct;i, jK-i-i^T^-f vyA;^)#ia:*=>e)a*$ 

ixfcJS«iPi<fex-4'-^=>-r >- Kll^f(S■&S^A;^-r^^•«- 

10     [0 0 3 31 1 2 0f±>'^—y-^-ZWai^lfa.—^ {mt^^ 
y 3 1 2 Ittx-f iSEi^^ix 
Tl^2). 1 3 0fi:^Dv'3:^^-Cfc«3. >'^y3V*mw 

[0 0 3 41 1 2 1 (4S(t^^-Cfc?), jK-YVT^-fV-^ 

m#S:Sm-f-5. >K'r:^7^'f:^:/A;^#a*»^>S(tb^ 

20     [0035] 124 H* —y/V«jftSr*JfflIi-2>yt«)CC»* 

y/v^fj^^S 12 4 (ifel^ta^SiSft^^/-? y 3 viSffii 

©M^^ w ;{7 - y/v{iam-^i-3f ife b tii;0-t-2> * - y/I' 
4t««y^#ift 1 2 5 t*-y/wos^^^j^'feife ^SrSijis?i- 
S^-yA-SS^WIffli^ai 2 6iS::Br«b-CV^5o 
[0 0 3 6] y/i'Sjffli^iii 2 ettos 

30 5, 
[003 7] 08 f±*lll6©Ji^1i<O^S<OS*»Jf^Srtft 

e^i-57o-'^^-h-x»*>5, :^xs':^s 1 oo-etfeW 
^1B®«iS*SON-r«o ^^y^S 1 O l^w*S^^T3^ 

[0 0 3 8] ;^7"s'7'S 1 0 2X\itz.<n>-^t>'^tJjmx 

*y{ct&^$ix. x«.xs/rs 1 0 3^c*3v^T^^^)ttt^L 

ql,  q2,   Q3,  q4*S^5t$tv5o -tW^. ;^XS'7'S 

60 ^3ic©:?^7^y7'S 1 0 
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11 
6 tCittfo 

[0 0 3 91 :^y'yZfS10b-Q\±3^7t^^^<DWl& 

s 1 0 7-efisi3g^teatoa^*v»m$ixfcfi£*^^#i!: 

[0 0 4 0]     *iiiso?i^ffi(D7K-fvx^v^^ase 

(a) wm^ttui^a 

oV^-CSi?«i-5. ^^Iii«l:^flc«:4KQl. Q2. Q3. 

[0041] SiJc0^4>®«lifei: UT. ^^Bffilf 

[0 0 4 21 i&m^^mmi^^i^WLi^n^fSt^ 

(b) «)[«J«^^a 

[0043] |2|9rt3Jifejc^rarttcSd^tbfcgf^e^FEi 

—^-V-h-C*>5o lll8c7)S^^t!if^7ci—f^^-ho;^ 
■T^-i'T's 1 0 6<oS!)f^roP«a-efc5„ 01 OJ±JK-Y 

^i^j/A;^¥«a;l 0 0©S^ffiSrX-Yffi^^ (®«^ 

itt^ Z ttl t X - Y - Z JIE^5^3 iife5n^ra(c: 
*Jlt5H^ffi^^tB'T3S¥Bi±©X*-V0E^m (spffi 

aT?fc5<, x-Y-zffi^^oxiiiHitxo^s,^, Y(ft 

[0044] 011 'RXm 1 2 fcf±. lft<^*Sffil:©<fir 

0 0 ©a«i*|6)Sr«J^?i!^*t-Cfc5gff3e¥flBic:.(fijttTjt«l 

(7) 

:iixb4<@©#tS^ql, q2, q3, q4tt, 01 ©ipffi 

ffiS^X*-Y*ffi«l^tC*i{t5Ql> Q2, Q3, Q4{C» 

[004 51 m^mm-^^^-f^mLWi}^ Am<^^^M. 

^^. lai 2H, *fa^im^fi:lli:Lfc««liiilfef'£.-*SB^«¥ 
10  E±{cfc5 4{H(0!|$«;S-ej^fig$*v5«J^i5*t«SHrttc 

(b 1) spEo^i&iseaiiS 

scDflij^yn y^ia, lai o~igi 7?sr#%tcL/i*5e> 

[0 0 4 61 *-rS:4P3J:i» ;^xs'7's 11 1-e«, i-e 

ql,   q2,   qS,   q 4cDM«e:SlwS<5l,NT. ft^Bi^ q 
20 (Dmrn^-ti^m^im^wMAii. 12. is. i4Sr 

(::^7^s/:^S 1 1 1 i: S 1 1 2l±|2l3<DlSj5fe:/o y^'ia 

5o fiajxLtf. EiiaQlQ2tcMJSi-5S&E5-b<oEi» qi 
q2   i:EiRQ3Q4tCj^JES:t-5eil6q3q4, qlq4, S 

Q1Q4 i:q2q32:ifi^^ic^-r^ijintim^]^ 

[004 7] jKffi-ett 3 ^Tc^m 1*9 {iiad^tuyt 

MwspnSr^L, M^M^5R©»|fe®«il±-C-|4X$iSffl!l, 
YttiflOo^-H^ixtc?^^;^;^ 1 o#«Ei-5fctd/iS. 
isi 11 \ziiBM(DiiLmxm^\^ittt<onu7'—f±x 
m^^rofitBSr^LTfcSo X$ftfi!l»::^C5m^^«rS 
0. Y^mi^±C?>m^M.i:TOtVX»>i>o qlq2 t 

« q3q4t<D5£SL;ltEi|g03!E^*S?g^;SO'tflrlt-e*)5, 
[0 0 4 8] ;^xs/7'S 1 1 3-t?f±?g^^S0. TOSr* 

EiiaOmSO, OmTOiSr^mU ZiXhmM\ZX^X^ 
Mlte>tt5iSplSj^qsK qs2, qtl, qt2Sr*ft5ft!.a 

?^^T5» c^T^s^^s 11 siimsom^mMnm^^ 
5 11 2T|lfT$tv5«ia-C*>5) 

ttSOOm, T0Om*S. taWS^-TS 2O(0<Wf«S;SSrii5a 
i^qlq2. q3q4. ;Rt;?q2q3, q 1 q 41 q 

60   tKXtl. Ytl)^ qt2(Xt2, Xt2). qsKX 
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13 
si, Ysl) , qs2(Xs2, Ys2) Sr^Uli-?). 
qtl, qt2, qsl, qs2;65^ta$nfc^<DSiBJtc:*5l^ 
X, SOOm, TOOm, qtlqt2, qslqs2l/^-rttt?i3fe 

[0 0 4 9] ?i3feii:i^qtlqt2, qslqs2fl, 

1, qt2, qsl, qs2(i. mi<D^mMU^ (X*-Y* 
MS^) {-*3JtSglf^¥ffi<Oi|^m;^TK T2, SU S2 

[0 0 5 01 y^T'yZfS 1 1 2<om^/^ntiii&m\Ci3[,^ 

^■tx$iitm7^£m.^tfJ:^o 7^7-y^S 1 1 4 
tlliStf. ;^7'y7'S 1 1 4-Ctt, B^MIR^ (X-Yffi 

nW) (DX*4;dsx«{iycD?i^a^OmS0»c-gci-5J:5 
tcOinSr4'.il^l-:ftaf^*lH]te$;-&,. X' -Y' ffi^^t 

*SYtt{M<D^^ii:i»OmT0tc-&-t-5 J: 5 J;:Om«r'l''ij« 
t:i:ft^a«tH]«G$it^ X' ' -Y' ' m^h-t^mm^ 

C^T^yT'S 1 1 4ttia3<DIii|feM 
i^%WM^1k^ 2.1.4-e|ltT$ix5«iaT?4)5) 

i: LX^.SlHlte^'ii:. X' -Y' ai^*, X' ' - 

10 0 5 1] z.f\,h<r>^'^wmm^^m±3^7f&^ 
(X-Y-ZM^^) »C*3lt5ZttlH]f?(DlHHBt;itBa 

3jJc7cSrartfw*5*»ixfeg(f;ts|?ffi©g||^ilS:*i- 

jEi»qslqs2 (SfcliOmSO) iSf XW±tC—ffe^-^-S ;i 
32)C7cSr^rtt-«*»ix^Bf3e¥E±<oii:iiSQi 

Q2. Q3Q4»iXtti:¥tT'fefi!:aB§«i:'5e5, 
Co 0 5 2] ^<r>:^'r y^s i i 5{C*5V^T. #e>Hfc 

n^m^±.(Dx-Ymm^m^<Dx' -Y' m.mm\ci3 

»t5<4gffi^srs»-. M^ffi^^x' -Y* m<DmmM. 
ql. q2, q3, q4St;'qtl, qt2, qsl, 4s2<0jS^ 

1. Q2, Q3,  Q4St5Tl. T2. SI, S2CD#Jffi^tee 

« v ^tc^MSemiSkfSM^n 5 r i:J: •? * $ 
©S^lti^toSli. iS^feSSrSiP»-b^t3JJ:5£^ra (X 

2o<0/-«7;<—^-e*)5YttllHl») W^** t XttllilOO 

<Dl¥^(Btt (b 2) JSJ:i-C«J^i-So (^7=-s/rs 115 
«03©iS^lti^^m¥®5 1 2 3lc*i^^•cSI^T$^^5 

/4 
teSt?*)5) ?)ccD:^T-y7'S 1 1 6»i, -T^T-yrf^ 1 1 

^asffi^^ (x*-Y*M^5R) ±-e(DSt«imte«ps(D 

- (b 3) JgtCT^Jg-f-?.. 
[005 3]  (.h 2) wm^wskvm 

«»ffio@i^M^^ (x-YM:^^) jc4o(,N-c 

^*»:iS-:5VN-C, 3^5E^raF«Hre;i»tvfca^ElcMi- 

[00541 %-^mi\z. 014 l::S-:J# 2 ^Jc7cS«lt 
l^gemi-oiNTffl*J3tttB^-t-5. 01 4t?(i«|||liSrZ 
llll, «t$l!i^Yi|iait LTfcS. OfiStiltJi^^lfe-f-5ISg© 
W^-CibS (E^T, ig^^fetiq^*) . \\±X-YM% 

Sr^-f5lg«lBn. 2 f±2??C7c¥B5-e*)5o 0-ef±SS;S 
o^ii^i:L^w»cztti. m^^%.>$mx-Ymmh<r> 
Ytttc—i6:$-«:Tfc5o VN(,>A»^ntf. J6^ffi<oxtttt 

BEilSr f t-r^o 1 »*S^^O*^b^l,^!Eit f o 

[0 0 5 51 X*-Y*iFffiMSa5Sr*^5B»f)t¥ 
ffi2*s, Ytttw*H.T:ft«v««ltfeg5^lc:*>5i: U 

fco x-YmM^-^^-^-^nm.mmk<D^m^^^<i\ 
30   (i=1.2)tt, X*-Y*MS»Sr%-t-5B»f;£¥E±<D*tlS; 

-r5#«/SQ i (i=i. 2) f;::»{i?r#6«)<ii5it;S:f^    i») 

[0 0 5 61 
[Hci] 

2«> as  
f-Y-4aiiiY 

[005.7] eSoT, #ii;SQi(Y*i. Z»i) (i=1.2) 

[0 0 5 8] 
[!ft2l 
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(9) 

IS 
Yrf 

Y2'f 

f-Y2'tanr ' f .Y2*tany 

[0 0 5 91 JJclc. 3»c5cSrartlcad»ixfcl8«iB»c*f 

(X*l. Y*l). Q2(X*2. Y*2) Knm.'T^W^^Am 
M.<y\ (XI, YD , q2(X2. Y2) i6S^5$*V-Cl^5. 
[0 0 6 01 mJcttspEffi^Jf^ (X*-Y*M«5!5) le:*J 

1, T2-ttut;::s2©3;Si©fi:BM«ds^$tuTi''5o - «> 

»tfe*a,fc«F^^qtU  qt2, qs2&0?qsUC^t?j-J??i-5. 
[00 6 11 Q3(X*3. Y*3) , Q4(X*4. Y*4) \Z.n 

JC£:-f5M«XSq3 (X3. Y3) . q4 (X4, Y4) ICOVN 

TJi^BSLTfcSo *lll£«?i^flS-T?H. |gl't'<Dili^Mli 
5R«®/SOm(0,0. f)\±WLW^<r>^^-^m.t     :ito 

[00 6 21 M)t¥3a<o«^ffit::M-r5te«B§«Sf±. X 
lEll[al9&%lfeS<Dl^/^OmSrif>'i>^ UTXMI1I9 (^l^ft 

+   YttiHitj(c:A^+Vt?fe5o m?>v>-mo^ar 

[0 0 6 31 if.%1Sg<DWM-QYt. a^B«l (X-YM=^ 
^) ±.<DW&i^Ci\. qtl, qs20M^-f"-^'JcS':J</> 
T, wtVfe><D!t$^^{Cjtt£;-r5B»f5£¥ffi (X*-Y*ffi:^ 
7h) ±W#»j{5QU Tl&t;fS2©M«ffi;e2:S«#tfK 

rart (X-Y-ZM^^) }c«*»HfcB)f«¥B5SrX' - 
z' ffi^Si^JpB (Y* =0) itciEjgi^bytiii-e*) 
5c X' -Y' -Z* MS5S«:X-Y-ZM«3i^SrlHlte 
M^IE«iLfct><^-efc5o X' -Z' J^^ei^5pffi± 

(Y' =0) \Z\t.mMS\S2<D7f.ifimE.\^X\i^i> 
-Cig^) . X' -Z* ai®3S©M^Omi:iS^;giO<0ffi 

M^^Jcj3lt5«-i(#«;^©M^fi:«SrX' -Y' mMTh 

»^*5{tSfiS:Sffi«-e*mbfcife*»±v »3, »4-e^$ 

[0 0 6 41 
[1^3 1 

T'l(Y*tl.Z*n) = 
f - Y'ti'lanT    f - Ytl'teny 

^f - Y^'\as\y * f - Y"i2*tany 

S'i(Y"8l. Z'tl) 
f2-tan' 

r^i + f-tany ' Y'ai + f-tany 

[0 0 6 51 [1^4] 
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(10) 

18 

a(x'fcZ',)= 

Xt f'tan^Xi      f f'tan»-XH 

Jti'Man^-X,*     X-Man^-X,' ' 

[00 6 61 El 1 7 fiia 1 5 (Cig^ LfcEFfJ^Jpffi 
SrY' -Z' m^W^m (X' =0) <^±iCiEtSj^L SSi^¥ffi±-C©MSi:lRlil/£*a!aSrfTl/\ qtltql 
^s-efc5. Y' -z' ffi^sj^spas (X' =0) ISC 20 \zMit>T^^m±.<D^j^Tu Qiwa^ttssr^wi- 

T11 Q UCMJCS-^ 5 a«aiij^±0#m-^ Q tl i: q 1 
<0;^SrEl^LTfoi9> Q2. Q3, Q4tC?tJ^;i-?,Jg^B 

lfe±©#ffii:;^«B&L.T*>5„ Y' -Z' ]^S&J^¥ffi±* 

f-rM f 

[0 0 6 7] f^5»j:H:» Tl, QiroMStteSr^bfc, 
[00 681 
[ic5l 

T,'r«.z*«)H 

Q.Ti.Z*i)« 
f-r,lanv'    l-VitanT* 1 

f 

i([-Y',lan7KX'Jbg)««1)' - Y',tanv]()CJsn^« 1} 

[00691 016. 01 7©5FBffiei5^0#a;^Tl 

&tj5Qicr)MS{3?tii«iaf-«ei-5o X* -z' amss. 

[0 0 7 01 0 1 6*^bf±Tl (X*tl.  Z*tl|x) tQ 
1 (X*l. Z*l |x) , 01 7d>e>f±Tl (Y*tl. Z*tl 
|y) tQl (Y*l. Z*l |y) !JS%tt-ett#e>*vS« 3 

jjcTcSKrt (X' -Y' -z' izmt^ritim^ 
ipB^iEgrJ^LfcX' Z' gj^^pan (016) , Y' 
z' sj^¥ffi (017) ^c:*iv^T. z' #isB§-r5ffiii 

Z*l|x=Z*l|y 

Z*tl I x=Z*tl I y 
±fE©^#S:*»6>«c©2o<DBI«saft6. »7$r#5:i 

[00711 
[»6l 

X'liX'iiY'i 1 
tan0 s 

X'tiY'i+X'rtY'ii-X'iYii 

[00 7 21 
[IK7l 

tan/ = 
tan^ 

[00731 JilE)^*, 3 JJ:5c^r^l^t::«*^ixfcglf^sF 
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(11) 

19 
4 ti^ fctt q si t ««l i:   J; 9 

[00741 j8c8<Rt;ia:9*LyiiYtelHl«J©^!t*©lil 

[0 0 7 51 
[|»8] 

.       r Yl   - YM 
tan vf' 

XMYI - YtiXi 

tan* = 
X%-1anv 

[0 0 8 0] 

[ISlll 

tanr « •I 

10 

[0 0 7 61 

1 X-ti 

=   " ^ W 

[0 0 7 71 Ctv6)<0|WiS^fcfflV>6>HTV>5f|$1S^q 
»^Il^^-e»e>i^:^:l^fi5:-^qi(i=l~4)©l^^::r 

tbfc#m-F^qti*/c(iqsiSrffll''T«ia$ixTt^5, * 20 

hnhMz.m9iMMqsi qs2SrXttt--S!:i-5 <t 5 
tc, X-Yffi^^S:^«lElte$*X' -Y' 

qt2SrYttiJc-f6:i-5J:5»w. X-YMS^SrX' ' - 

10 0 7 8 1 ^tf'W^li^llSbife»<D;?fSr!^ 1 0, fgcl 

[00 791 30 

[%1 O] 

[0 0 8 31 $e>tc:, sfE®ia*f^i&sr»m-r2.^i- 

[0 0 8 41 (c 3) mm^mMMwrn 

^m<r>m^^<y;^—^\^m-i\i^x^ ^mmm% (x*- 

m^nwiM^we. 5 2 2 <t *) 
[0 0 8 5 J ¥®M^?SX*-Y*M^3St^*Jlt5@f!e¥ 

E±©|!!f1^ttitfiE:gf±. :g|$|lllfcmi= I SlPs I / I S2P 
s I , mk\tni= I T 1 Ps I / 1 T2Ps | 

5o ^6STJ5|gc7(^il|&/-«7;^-^{J:M*£;U^Bff^¥ffi 
(OWikViWM.'Ps (X*i, Y*i) (D^tai^fi, XSlltm 
S.tJi'YttJtin-c^mi-St, 18:1 2. tSci 3t?*$ir 

[0 0 8 61 ^1 2tt«lltnx, mxSrfflVvfc^tffo •? > 
X-Y®^M^^Sr|3«|e]teUX' -Y' 

[0 0 8 71 
[»12l  

OSi        IXrtI      |K-X*!-1an0+f| 
nv 

IXtfl |K->C»i-ten^-i-f| 

CFTi IXtil 

|X«| 

|f-tan0 - Xe-KI 

[0 0 8 11 ici o. fgci 1 -Cf±<iigg^^S/^7^- 
^*f*qli; qs2©2o<OJSISfit©;5».-e*31Sirfc.t>© « 

[0 0 8 21 £A±. Uie^LlfeLj; 

[0 0 8 81 4;fcl8cl3«:, ttifcny. myS:fflV^fc.*•T? 
fc«5. x-Yffi^5KSroaEiHneux' ' -Y' ' mwih 

[0 0 8 91 
[»13l 

OS, 

0Gb 

CfTi 

|Yia-K- f-tanrl 

|Y«i-K- f-larirl 

IYHI      |t - KYctanrl 

[0 0 9 01 ttoT. @f;fe¥ffi±®SPBItHifcgoDjffi^gfii: 
KPs (Xs*, Ys*) (±, »i 2©*ilJtSr^v^fe^i^^^: 

tt»i4-c«$ix5. 



21 
[009 11 
[$C14] 

R(Xi. Yl) = ( -^XU . T^^V™ ) 

W-r5, -r^ii?*., XttUc^fLXe* l S1S2| ?SrSJp 
JCLTttJtSlPs/'S2PsSrgmL., YtttcMUTIift 
S I T1T2 I Sr«W-LT**ltTlPs/T2PsSrgmi- 

5. 

J:V^ 018 (a)   (b) ttv^yaVpfBi®*—y/W 

(xi*. Yi*) li, =»i^©*—y/v-ftsfflp^ai 
2 5tc j;t)*-y/vM«^<o«|^afl:gp c (ui. V 
i) xz.mmmsk^fy'^^ 
[00941       Ff;t¥St LT/^y 3 V^^PiffiSr^ 

'Rfm^tt^-'yai^^^iiiffifeiS^SJi^Tv^S 
i®*fe©4|!Si: LT*5lttf, ^i?'y—>'±<0^^iij^0 4 

1 y —>'JS^^<D I S1S2 I .   I T1T2 he 
*-y/PM^^<^) I Spisp2 I. I TpiTp2 I iJ^rix-e 

(12) 

22 

[0 0 9 51 <v$=LU->>g>'jcj:5«:Sfiia*&<^ 

ffi±<D^i^fflfe«PscDM«fii:«^©fflL, nmn&oyn 

[0 0 9 61 gfit^Bi: LT 1 5 0 OmmX 2 0 0 0m 
mOl 0 0' *-y-'<XcD;^^' y->-VffiSr®]5L. 
EEfitt^^^'y-i^^E^''^ J: 9 2 0 0 0 mmStivfc t 

:^;^y-i^ffi±o«E«imtt1Bi:L-CSlPs/S 
2Ps (mti-5) =1, TlPs/'T2Ps (niri-^) = 
1 oM^fice (.:L(n>mw^mi.7^^ y -:^'}^'ij>-CS>5) 

[0 0 9 71 Vcn\cm\i^1i.WS^mk(r>%^/^'7 ^-9 

^?lc:X^^,^-C. M-«r«li#.^ie:6~|g:i 4*^e>asm$Jx 

[0 0 9 81 «Uc:fittrx6Ufclifc6~»l 4Srfflv^T, 
;^<5' y->'SF®©^l&JictWc:x>5' y->-±(offi^^te 

[0 0 9 91 
30 [«ll 
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23 24 

S1S2$eftn$aKlBl£» 

1 

I 

HE 

-8.585 0.000 

-1.710 -1.730 

-59.687 -59.967 

0.088 0.087 

5.044 4.988 

I 
G 

«( 
HE 

m 
(=O3l/0St) 0.996 0.996 

n 
{=OTI/0TD 1.000 1.000 

(0 1 0 01 ^lCf±X-Yffi^^$rZ«b[slt)tw^^S^ 

X' -Y' JH^^i: Lfr«^i:X-YJ|g^^S:ZttlHl?) 

X' ' -Y* • M«5S5i: Ufc»^»cot^T^Ufc. 

[0 10 1] ^rojfe*, y^if ^}--y<oWSmt^h<r>'^m 

A 5 s t V ^ 5 m^n LT^^iciff   < -it LT*? y. 

10 1 0.2 1 TK'T >'j/^SiS#i-5.S:*:«Jifeib^ 

-C. rtv^©S*fi)f^fr^jS:$-fr-c»i?^-t-S, 019. 
El 2 oxt;5ia 2 1J4, ;*:^w<D i^—y*—y^mmi^ 

I0 10 3J U—!J'-JK-1'>'^»rj;i?Xj5'y—Vi©^ 

jH^vi:*s-«ci:/iofe2il;::^-r (^iSfef^^S) 

[0 1041 :^f-i/:^S2 0 0izxmii^i^:^^>'-^»> 
5 2 S;^-r y ^<Oif 1 ® B Srif        Cl t »c J; *) ^ f- 

so 

[01051 ;^xs/:7'S20i (ilJif^st^:*-:?'^;'^. ^ h 

ys 2 0 2 fc-CM 1 Sfef^^^' V© 2Sey^t^^ir 

2 0 3>vTBlSlf^'l^t*'V(OifT^W»Cj;«5. ^ y 

f^jRi? 2S>Et±Jf T Li^tf 5 hY=7y ^Wiif^- K 
•X?fc^.i:i|9j»f$*v. ;^xs'7'S 2 0 5© KTy^'ftf^* 
-KSrS#i-t-5o ;^7'y?'S 2 0 3-^^2 jH^f V 

[0 10 6] 12 2 0<D;^XS'7'S 2 0 6 TfJI^i^-y's/^' 

y-vic^^-f-5i:#<o^^Pilfei:i-5d»tt, ^J<> 

[0 10 71        s/T'S 2 0 6~S 2 11 Ji^tt'Ifteq L 

;^r-s':/s 2 i 2t?tt, 7.9 y}—i/'h.<r>^i^m^W.<r>m. 



(14) 

25 26 

[0 10 81 >^7"s/7'S 2 1 2-e(i7'nv'i^i? 1 3 0 " m;^$ixfc»^®«fe^-^'t±Sff#S 1 2 HcJ;US^S 
fi;^^ y-^J-^^^^tbTv^SW^tc*—y/v/SrS^i- ^^tiv AW;^'i'>'4'—T'ai-i';^ ^ 
5. «cw;xxs'7'S 2 1 3-(?tts ^^xs'T'S 2 1 2-C© m'Si.7'—9\i.K^M^-y9—y^^7^\z.S.^'^%Vm.^ 
;{;-y/KDM^{4S*Ji^-C. ^■'y3viifl'-r^-v:^KIttf ix. S^^aS^lftstca^a$ix5. Pi^«ia#g;5t? 

5. jJcw>^7^?'7's 2 1 4icit;5».,   y y^'Sif^isil^T 10 «ianta(s^i6s*-y/vffcB*y«i#St-2&6>H. y 
$ixfc*^s=A^sr¥ij»fi-5, ro;^7^5'7•lr^5v^-c^ y y -v±<Disi^mteg<Dffi^trffi^-r5/'«y3>'©*—y 

»)<lF-t--54T*i^t)3S$ix5. (0 1 1 31 CPUfiAtB:^^i^4'— 
[0 10 91 ;^7^s'7's 2 1 3-^::^^' y-vjclftflJ^ix iift-§-<D«^f::#v\ *-y/v«^«6iW#a (-^-^^ K 

-CV^5*-y/Ki#IhLfc«^§■T?^^)5, T'T^^) Sr®f!)b. /-^y =■ v^-y/vffi^^ttHrj^:!^^:! 
«^v--v s'^-^Jffli«**5:*-y7V.ti5[g$ij^^lS: i 2 5 «^{I-g-SrSS%SiJP¥IS: 12 7 tdj^ffli-So r<D J: 5 ^Sc 

t85^$tLfcSt^mtt:fS«**s*-y-'WteSftiJ»#®»c 2 7*^f>:7'n v'^^'^ 1 3 O'^Sim^ix, y-v® 

:/M^SJ^$tfCW'>5o -trofc*. jK-fvx-f i'i/A;^i¥ 20   [0 1 I4l —i)?.-i>=r^^^^Xti^Wdi^h^^ti^ 
WL(r>WnUmif-9^-y (m2abf^jK^i') wtlim±, *- tvyta-^^-KH^rm-^tt. ^-y/v-Mgiiolft^iaitte 
y/V'ttilfcgS«*<, if<DafefmS*»e>t^T5ri:i&s^. ©MmjH-^£;i^TCPUtwJ;!5 0S-^T7'y'J—v-g 

[01 1 01 02 1«. lai 90;^T^y7'S 2 O 5<D K «t553t<-l'i^X-f v^'^Stts ii^w^^';^© J; 5 IwJI 

-rs^D-^-^- h-CfcSo ;5^xs/>^S 221 (CT. S«;i5iS;< , /h®S«:-C$>5„ ^<o±, «f^#f±ttS<o 

^^±\zi^^^n^rmmiifj:\). f^mmma^Anintf^m ^  [o 11 si             ^'^icj;9:^y-v^p® 

S 2 2 1~S 2 2 7*S|ltf $tu5o ^iSfef^^iS'i^Wjf [ 0 1 1 6 1 E 2 2 ttia 1 i: II 
TSrJt«)ixtf K7S'i>'»f^»ii^T-t-5 (P^7"S/7'S2 2 rf^'^^9.9%m.Os (Xe. Ze) 
8) .   7^7-v-f^ 2 2 1~S 2 2 7tt«*f!lf^7o- H«<7?)tttttXttl»;:jl*L-C^Se •C«^^TV^5i2e^:3^C 

s/^idf^*—KOJXXS'T'S 2 2 7^C*S^^T, U'—!F— :ftS±a>T?S)5.        y —>'±(w*^$*tTV">51Sji^iij 
MM&S (ffi^fflffiS) *S|g^iB|fe^«^i.®^{;;OF «   IfeQ'  (Q1'Q2'Q3'Q4') tt, ^jDSIOIfeQ (Q1Q2 
F. ^^ffl«rt«?m-ONt/i5J:5t-L.Tt>J;v\ Q3Q4) isjft^^tcSl^^iBlfei: bt:adie$H-CW> 
[0 1 1 11 ^ y S'i5'S!jf^©^l-ttPC{l!H^3-^:/KII 5. 

tTm**5jg|ttJ$tl'5. J!Ky7'Ts'>^;««=aL-7K^>'fiii [0 1171 0WX$4ttaifem^Oc (0. 0) *>feZ 
S-©-^!>:^*-y/K^*^'y s':}'^^^l-*iSb» ^»:: |ft*iR]»cj|fe^E« f fSHxytttftOin (0. f) -e. WSk 

y^^'y-v±©*-y/vofc5<ill-ejKy:^Ty:/^= Bic-iS:$*Tfc5<, y-v3Fffi±<oK«itattfiP 

J|^^t?ffli/^e>ix-5*-y/V't&f^^- K(±, —»-C^V>b ¥SaSf*XttJ^*tUTte<^IUl<fl:SOmSr'f''WC:ftSf « 

SixfeSl^t'fco-Ct^So [0 1181 ^-fS^Dtw, ;^i5'y-v^spEisrai^i^r 
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27 

m, PKXpl, Ypl), P2 (Xp2. Yp2) Sr^tfBt?fc 
5. «^tim(iaPs<C»M«fi:a»i l OmPl l / l OmP2 

10 1191 JJcJC. ^PlSt5P2cDM^5:^S!5*i:a<^]ffi 
m (Xe. Ze) Ji^mce. coiSrfflt^T. Scl 5/j:6Uf 

[0 12 0] 
5] 

f-Z, + )^ ten(0- cu) 

Ypi = 

[0121] 
[ISCI 6] 

5fe = 

tan(d - a;) isn6 + 1 

f - a + X^ tan(g - gj) 

1an(d - oj^-tand + 1 

•land 

+ f 

tEn(d + uj)-tBne + 1 
•land 

1 • 2m + Xe-tan(6 ■!• a>) 

^* "   tan(0 + wytme +1 * 

[0 12 2] *fc. {KJglSJ^iil^ffiirolSttiJtOmPl/ 
OmP2SrS^ffi±«0ffi^qsl (XI, ZD . QS2(X2, Z 

2) Srffiv^•C. mi 7*sfffi*{c#e,tv?)o 
[0 12 3] 
[»1 7] 

lOPij ^ I f - a + X tanca + cJA 

P^l I f - X> tanej 

' I f - Xi tanel 

tiiiV   tan(d - cii) 

tan(0 +ut) 

Xp, - X. 

Aa - Z. 

[0124] 1 7 tt^.^lSSI f ^ihmz 2 ^<^iij^M 

^jfcv->ri:;JSfc*»5o c: :i-e#e>nfe» 1 7tt:, alcSIJfe 

[0125] &.±(D^m^ X •?. WimmitLm<Dmmn- 
ffi^ (ai 2^^i;ai 3) f±, ^^^'y-i^^ijc^gfg^jv 

3tjlSd»e>oSf^®«±©||«SffiteaS:«imi-S»^lJ:tt 

[0 12 6] 

ipS^KWVT'^'-^^^^att^ ^«)1tffiiffi<^«i|ifi:aSr^ 
«)::©tt«i^1^tiHiaSr-a-*3-&fc:ii:. «it<D#?SjS 

(wit), a«li'VX«^;^|g|||i:^j^?g4^tSr#m^tt5 
4^S<OiS^<ta'r—iJ' i:0'>/jctv^7;?« —SrffiV'itfBi 

[0 12 7] -itc. 3^s^c7c^rart^ca*-i^fc5F®(o^|& 

Bf±. =e§5fe(w/£VN3gfbv^A;^j3Sa-eS)5o 1*1-. ^^J^iii 

[l21ffio1!H*;fcIii?q] 
[SI] *|giqrojK-CV7"^ v^'SaSrlftiq-f-SV:^^ 

[0 2] *ll«6W?i^licDlt^7'a y 

O y ;^ Bo 

[04] ;$:|l%O^1lg(O«»^m0o 
[05] %}f-j^mm^wt<o%^jh 
[S6] S2i^a(^3t^» 
[0 7] :»fi%m<K>Tm<0^^V 3 >'<Bll©:?'n 5. P 
[08] *ia6©?^«6<0S;*:«if^S:Sligi-S7a-^^ 

-ho 
[09] **life©?^S(D®«!«ia$B05«^*(B7D-^Y- 

40  [010] nmmmfhhwmmif^ (7.9 y-vffis 

[011] «lfe$ixfc;^j5' y-:^H^ 
[012] is«i$nfc;^^'y-v®«u 
[013] J|^$ixfc®^ffi±<^«-M®^. 

[014] S^jtJ^lfmSrlftW-r50o 
[015] 3^7c^mitl^^«ISrlftig-t-5^^0, 
[01 6] 01 5tw*S»t5:^^'y—i^©X' -Z* 

aB±-^cojESiK0o 
[01 7] 01 5tw*3lt'5:^^'y—i^©Y' -Z* 

50 tS±^©IEej^0„ 



29 
[iai8] y->'ffi^^i*-y/V'ffi^^i<oj^f£: 

[0191 *iiife©iiifewjf$«gic«t>5iftf^«ia7D- 

[02 0] *|IJi£<?3|lite©J^^»Cfi^iP5a^f^«ia7n- 

[0 2 21   ;^   y -i'¥l5±<og]^M^iii^±<D^a:B 

[^?-§-<otft|^l 
1 liife^g; 
2 A/Dgdlfe#S 
3 

5 Iii^^tt®¥ia: 
6 A 3tlf-AKIt*® 
6B 

8   'y^y^-if-^^^ lJ*f^*l9:) 

(16) 

9 a;^{t^«iS^i!: 
1 0 
14 (m2iftf^#a) 
12   JKs/7"Ty7';^=a.—JK^V' 

5 0 mmm^wt. 
5 1 <l$t&ji|litttti«kS#i!: 
.5 2 ^aems^ia: 
100 ^K'f'>7^-^v^<A;^#g! 
110       y—V 

10   111  jx;}'y-v-itiUftj^^tuTv^^Pilfe 
12 0  /^y a^- 
13 0 yn-iJai^:*' 

5 2 1 JpS5i?^it^#S 
522 mmm-^^ 
5 2 11 ?S3fe/^^tiS#g; 
5 2 12 m^Ei!»^W#gl: 
5 2 13 m*^#«^»m¥ii; 
5 2 14 niil»Mlg^^l$l^»; 
5 2 15 "^^^WSimk. 

mw [1212] 
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[ISI31 me] 

mm mi 2] 
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ims] II 3] 

SI 05 

SI 00 

I 

S101 

 7F  

S102 

qnpC«i.Y«i) ^ 

S103 

S104 

S106 

I 

4ft   s CD m :b A-9 «; PC «>] ai 

1 

S107 

pca> A - V JUM^CDtikSlcHEMl 

i: 
:ra 5f X 4? * J; 13 51, f J - > JiCD 
tttftm^lSlllPCA - V   «: «^ 

S108 

S1C9 

S110 

114] II 5] 

mxn kY» 
TiPCN,.V\ii%i) 

Clip<S,iri,Z»0 

o|e,OA 
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[091 

I 

S110 

l-ji  ^2' "'s' ''4 

I 

S111 

TQ (YiAfifi) , SQ (xttAi) ^mmt^ 

i 

S112 

S113 

T,. Tg. S^. Sg {^Si1^9ijlSi) fefftt^So 

I 

S114 

S115 

Y«(B!la>-;«^ltt»T Q T ^ T 2 4 Y*ifr-»*-a:*, 

X' - V fli«**feliX* • -Y' ' ^«*l'SE!ft)| 

I 3116 

S117 

1*7 sua 

[111 1 61 mi7\ 
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II 8] [@1 9] 

U 

0 

Los 

ib> mmmmm VAMI 
S209 

® 

[1112 O] 

S200 

S201 

S2Q2 

' _ 1 
I Wttjfetttt I S207 

S203 

S204 

PiB(Om) 

^qsipci. Zt} 
P2p(p2. 2M 

82(X2^. S»} 

S205 

(72)^eg# F^'—5B087 AA09 ABM BC03 CC06 CC09 
:«:S®p'p>ll||K-|| 1TB 3#25-§- 5E501 AA02 AC14 BA05 CA02 CB09 
^t-3>'S^XSrt CBll CB14 EA05 EA07 EAll 

EA12 EB06 FA02 FA04 FB04 


